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ANNOUNCEMENT
A new Boat Building concern composed of

JOHN M. GAMAGE
MARINE ARCHITECT

ERNEST A., and JOHN E. GAMAGE
MASTER BUILDERS

and some of the best journeymen boat builders in
the country
We specialize in Lobster Smacks, Large and Small
Cruisers, Fishing Boats, etc.

We want to do your boat building and repairing, and
invite correspondence concerning your requirements.

JOHN M. GAMAGE & SONS
Designers and Builders
FOOT OF MECHANIC ST.

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, February 27, 1923.

AS NEAP AS WAX

The Courier-Gazette

ANNOUNCEMENT

t

TUESDAY, THURSDAY AND SATURDAY

ROCKLAND, ME.

24-25

Subscription $3 00 per year payable In ad
vance ; single, copies three cents
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable
Communications upon topics of general Inter
est arc solicited.
Publl^ed every Tuesday^Thursday and Sat
urday i- •i.'ng, from 409 Main Street, Buckland, Maine.
Entered at the postoffloe In Rockland for cir
culation at second-class postal rates.

Is Miss Piper’s Department of
Home Economics — Noon
Day Lunches.

Volume 78...............Number 25.

BUSY TIMES AT THE BROOK

Extensive feuildipg Operations Will Begin the Moment I lis Death In Honda Ends
Career of One of World’s
That Snow and Ice Have Vanished.
Great Preachers.

Appetizing odors are not ordinarily
Rev. Robert Stuart MacArthur, D.
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to a large metropolitan church before
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A few steps south, on the same he had completed his course in the di
Pisano, were busily engaged in getting
and busy times.
eastern side of the street, a new one- vinity school. He was ordained In 18’(t
a corn stew started and in tilling the
•
For Mayor
The Camden Si Rockland Water story brick building with basement is and had been pastor of the Calvary
: lr with the aroma of heating cocoa.
The room where all this was going on Company has in its hands architect’s to be erected by Everett L. Spear & Baptist church in New York city from
EDWARD E. RANKIN
May 15, 1870, until September in 1911.
was
of course the department of Home
Of Ward Two
In addition t > his church work Dr.
Economics or, as it is better known, the plans for the remodelling of the Co., for occupancy by The CourierDomestic Science room. It is a large, Lindsey House property to which it Gazette, a structure 40 x SO feet, with MacArthur found time to do much lit
Ward One
well lighted, airy room, neat as wax
handsome modern frowt, designed to erary labor. He was the author of
AWerman—Charles L. Chase.
nun-t rous-books if sermons and essays,
lately acquired full title. The first
Couneilmen—Frank D. Healey, Wil and extending the full width of the
house a newspaper and printing busi •and had compiled many hymn books,
building. Three large tables make a floor of the building is to be fashioned
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bles are mounted 24 gas dates and with use, with their entrance on Lindsey
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put
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taining certain i ecessary cooking tools street, and the upper stories built into
Couneilmen—Harold C. Simmons, A gas range and a coal range provide
conditions of spring will permit and Review. Among his works are "From
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"The Celestial l.amp," "Quick Truths
lem. Neatly fll'ed cupboards contain company’s garage will be constructed.
close of the summer.
When the in Quaint Texts." "Current Questions
i Ward Three
the table dishes while the cooking uten
Alderman—Ralph W. Hanscorn.
sils are arranged conveniently in cup The land lying between the present Water Company moves into its new lor Thinking Men,” "Old Testament
Couneilmen—Edward O'B. Gonia, boards beneath. A well stocked pantry
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"The Christie Ifeign" and "Precepts
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Yes, it is going to be a busy season
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Alderman—Ivan A. Trueworthy.
—summer and winter foods—different number tpade by Photographer E. A. Champney, who has a studio in Farns luded: "The Empire of the Czar."
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Kingdom," "Peter the Great," and “The
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old H. Farrand and Fred E. Harden.
changed each day. Invalid cooking, fort. It may not be the worst winter on record, but not many bouquets are
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weekly menu making and the keeping being thrown at it.
upon Dr. MacA-thur by the University
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Sewing comes in tor its full share of
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Michigan Democrats failed to en attention and work is done in plain
dorse Henry Fol d for the 1924 Presi sewing, darning, mending, knitting
For many years he had preached C.
dential race, hut will give t he manu crocheting and simpe embroidery.
Tiemont Temple in Boston during the
facturer tile support "when the proper Sweaters, undergarments, children's
summer, living at the time at his sum
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mer home at Suflield, Conn, Dr. Macmel If. lender of the faction that uiged and cooking uniforms and Christmas
Arthur, years ngo, in answer to the
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Arrived Late At the Office One Morning.
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Throughout his pastorate he was ably
vor. It is used as a meeting place for
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MacArthur was Miss Mary Elizabeth
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Fox. a daughter of Rev. Norman Fox
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It is very well equipped, being one of
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was chosen to til! the place of the late
dition Miss Piper would like to see
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mons to the Christian Herald.
iht unused room at Ihe eastern end

WINTER

Reduced Rates on All Railroads for the
PORTLAND and STATE OF MAINE

AUTO

SHOW

EXPOSITION BUILDING, PORTLAND, MAINE
FEB. 26th to MARCH 3rd, inclusive

PLEASURE CARS, TRUCKS. TRACTORS,

CYCLES and ACCESSORIES
STAGED UNDER AUSPICES OF THE

Portland Automobile Dealers’ Association
22-25

HOWARD B. CHANDLER, Mgr.

SUGAR
BUY IT

WATCH IT

Last year Cuba was nearly bankrupt owing to a large crop which
resulted in low prices. This year with a short crop and prices sky
rocketing, she is reaping back seme of her lesses. We cannot quote
a firm price as prices change so quickly, but we will book your or
ders for delivery as fast as cars arrive, at prices in effect the day
you place your order. Phone your order immediately and be pro
tected on ytour summer’s supply. Sugar is not only advancing in
price but is very scarce at the present time. We are always head
quarters for sugar in all size bags and barrels and we believe a few
hundred pounds in the pantry should pay you good dividends.

STOVER’S PRIDE FLOUR
“The Flour the Best Cooks Use”

$ 1.1 5 per *4 Bag
SPECIAL—All Next Week we will give away with each bag of flour
ordered ycur choice of an extra heavy plated Doughnut or Biscuit
Cutter, or both with two bags.

H. H. STOVER & CO.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL GRAIN DEALERS

TELEPHONE 856
ROCKLAND

CAMDEN

WALDOBORO

rAf itu? sign of ,
ffiNor'h National Bank ,(1|
SMALL ACCOUNTS
Frequently prospective customers hesitate
to open commercial accounts, because they
deem a small account may not be acceptable
to the Bank.

The success of this Bank, and the growth
of its customers' accounts, we believe to be
largely based upon the care and attention
we have given to small accounts started here.
We invite you to open a Checking Account
at this Bank.

LIMITED U. S. DEPOSITORY

Tu-S

MAiN STREET, FOOT OF LIMEROCK

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

ROCKLAND, MAINE

By saving one dollar, the possibility of acquiring hundreds be
comes real. The best reason for saving now is, the older you grow
the less you can earn, and it's the dollars saved early in life that tell
when the future days of need shall arrive.
Deposits are received from one dollar to five thousand dollars.

US

50
GOOD

CIGARETTES
iC
GENUINE

“BULL”
DURHAM
TOBACCO

To have your films promptly
developed and printed

ICE POLO CONTEST
In

Which South Thomaston Team
Bows To Ingraham Hill’s Supremacy

There was a lively game of ice polo
at Ingraham Hil! Saturday, in which
South Thomaston was compelled to bite
Ihe dust—or would have been if dust
were not so unfashionable this winter
The score was 9 to 1, the Montgomeries
starring for the Hill team, while H
Pierce prevented South Thomaston
from being skunked. Summary;
Ingraham Hill—W. Montgomery lr
And Here We Have Sherer's Corner Where Nature Appears To Have Done Its
F Montgomery 2r. V. Curtis c, W. Har
Worst. In the Distance Is the Country Club—So Far Distant From Civil
vey hb, R. Everett g.
ized Snow Shovels That Popular Resort Took a Vacation Until Washing
South Thomaston—S. Jackson lr, II
ton's Birthday.
Pierce 2r, S. Putnam s, E. Hopkins hb,
R. Hopkins g.
First Period

1 Ingraham Hill .........................Curtis
Second Period

send or bring them to

CARVER’S

Ingraham Hili.......... F. Montgomery
Ingraham Hill........................... Curtis

South Thomaston............ H. Pierce
6

Ingraham Hill . ...F. Montgomery
Ingraham IliV........................... Curtis
Third Period

BOOK STORE

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

DR. MacARTHUR

. F.
Ingraham Hill.
• F.
Ingraham Hill.
. F.
Ir graham IL
Ingraham Hill........W.
Referee, <1. Everett.

Montgomery
Montgomery
Montgomery
Montgomery

TAX ON CIGARETTES?

Members of the public health com
mittee contemplate the securing of ad
ditional revenue for the public health
work of tlie State by an excise tax
upon cigarettes, the rate to be one cent
upon the regular small sized box and
two upon the larger boxes.
The hill providing such a tax will he
introduced in the Legislature early this
week. Data is now being gathered on
the possible revenue to he derived from
such a measure.
The theme for March at the Unlversalist church Is "Making Room In My
Life" and Ihe sermons are intended to
prepare the way for the Easter festival.
The subjects follow: March 4. “Th-j
Giver of All Gifts;" March 11, "The
Great Companion;” March 18, "The
Law of Love;" March 25. "A Broader
Faith.”

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Whatever your occupation may be and how
ever crowded your hours with affairs, do not
fail lo secure at least a few niiiiuies every day
for refreshment oi your Inner life with n bit
of poetry.
(’hacks Kllot Norton.
WHAT IS GOOD?

“Wh.rt is the real <jood?”
I asked in musing mood

GILCHREST
MONUMENTAL
WORKS

DONSON

Successor to A. F. Burton

The Reliable and Satisfactory

Beauty, said the page ;

Psychic and Spiritual

Home, staid the sage;
Faane, said the soldier;

GRANITE AND MARBLE
CEMETERY WORK
Main Street
THOMASTON, MAINE

MEDIUM
Can be consulted every Tuesday and
Wednesday from 10 A. M. to 8 P. M Tillson Avenue Caught Its Full Share of Snow As Usual. This picture Was
Taken Just To the Southward of the Deep Seas' Ice Manufacturing Plant,
29 PARK STREET
the Chute From Which Crosses the Street, With the Chilpak Sign Serving
APPOINTMENTS BY PHONE, 799W
As a Watch Charm.
. IM’tf

Order, said the law court:
Knowledge, said the school;
Truith, said the wise man;
Pleasure, said Ihe fool;
Love, 8aid the maiden;

Freedom, said the dreamer;

K<juUy, said the seer.

S'jiake n.v heart full sadly;
’ The answer is not here.”

Then within my bosom
Softly this I heard:
' Each heart holds the secret;
Kindness is the word ”

—John Boyle O’Reilly,
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Rocklxmi. Maine, Feb. 27, 18®3
Personally appeared Frank S. LyilOie, who on
oath declares that he is pressman in the office
of the Rockland Publishimr Co., and that of
the issue of The Courier-Gazette of Feb. 24,
1923, there was priutej ,t total of 6,110 copies
Before tne,
FRANK B MILLER,
Notary Public.

EVERYTHING

———■
■
■
1 i
HONESTY IS BEST:—A falsa bal
ance- is abomination to the Lord; but a
just weight is his delight.—Proverbs
11:1.

BEAUTIFUL

MARKED

DOWN

EXTENDED

Dining
Chairs,

Costumer, 9 *95
Golden Oak

PAYMENTS

2-95
ALUMINUM WARE

CHAMBER

TO REPUBLICANS

10# pieces of heavy aluminum

RUGS

It is proper to urge upon t'he men
and women voters of Rockland, who in
either a specific or general way regard
themselves as affiliated with the Re
publican party, that they owe -it as a
piece of civic duty to take irart in next
Monday’s city election. Whatever may
be the custom in some municipalities
with respect to observing the prin
ciple of non-partisanship in local
politics is not true of Rockland,
therefore it is necessary that party or
ganisation be preserved—either that,
or those who by choice are Republi
cans will continue carelessly to allow an
ever-active opposition to retain a con
trol which too long continued becomes
on many accounts highly unwholesome.
The Courier-Gazette ventures to
bring these suggestions to tile at
tention of Its Republican readers,
pointing out that their party has placed
in nomination a gentleman of the
highest qualifications for the office of
mayor—honest, prudent, able, success
ful in business, widely acquainted with
the details of city management—whose
election to 1<he office will guarantee an
administration which every taxpayer.
In these times of over-riding and
growing taxation, will he bound to ap
prove. We respectfully recommend to
these men and women voters that they
shall take an interest in this election,
making it possible to bring about a
needed change by electing Mr. Rankin
and a city government in both branches
that shall lend him proper support.

Some of these

kitchen ware.

1000 handsome rugs, in
blues, grays, browns—
many
with
imported
chintz borders. Regular
prices from $1.95 to $4.50
While they last, each,

are easily worth $1.50.

While they last—

.49
iig

SALE

OPENS
AT

10 A. M.

THURSDAY

GREAT EXPANSION SALE

LAP SEWING BOARDS

FOLDING
SEWING TABLES

Reg. price $2 50. Sale price | 2Q

A fine table, well finished, meas
ure on top

MARCH FIRST
FOUR

Reg. price $1.25. Sale price

A paragraph in the. Saturday issue of
this paper alluded to Dr. Robert Stuart
MacArthur in the midst of the sunny
Florida winter with this plans matured
for attendance upon the coming inter
national church conference in Sweden.
The statement was based upon a per
sonal note from Dr. MacArthur to t'he
editor.
Almost at the moment the
types were recording the information
the heart of the great preacher was
ceasing to beat and the beautiful spirit
that made him loved by men every
where was taking leave of the world
that his presence had so notably en
riched. Many visits to Rockland,
chiefly in his capacity as a public
speaker, had made Dr. MacArthur well
known to our people. His latest visit
was in 1914. accompanied by Mrs.
MacArthur in celebration of tlieir wed
ding anniversary, when a hasty public
announcement of his presence here
filled a church auditorium to listen to
his story of a recent trip to Europe
and ihis observation of conditions there
with respect to t'he World War which
had Just begun. Something of the de
tails of his career are noted in another
column. The Baptist denomination has
lost one of its most brilliant leaders
and the world is made the poorer by
the passing out of It of onF who not
only ranked among Its great thinkers
and platform kings of hjs day, but
possessed besides rare qualities of
manly sweetness and the great gift of
knowing how to be a friend.

O’CEDAR MOPS
Reg. price $1.25. Sale price .69

There Goes On Sale
FLOORS OF HIGH GRADE

FURNITURE AND HOUSEHOLD
FURNISHINGS

OAK TABOURETTS

vase

EVENINCS

DAY AFTER TOMORROW-

Reg. price $4.00. Sale price 2.69

A handsome stand for plant or

STORE
OPEN
THURSDAY,
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY

Genuine Red 1 j .60 up
Cedar Chests

100 LAMP CHIMNEYS

FACTORY PRICES AND LESS

Each, >07

.89

WHITE PORCELAIN

50 LARGE

PITCHER AND BOWL

COTTON FLOOR MOPS
A good mop with handle

Reg. price $3.50. Sale price | .69

6&8 ARM WALL RACK
Reg. price 50c.

BRIDGE LAMPS
$12.00 and up
A large assortment of sizes and
styles

Sale price .29

Reg. price $1.00.

SPECIAL
Three beautiful Floor Lamps,
complete with handsome shades
$29.00 lamp for ....... |
fJQ

Dining Room Sets,
Table and Six Chairs,

$28.00 lamp for ........

24 FOLDING

12.00

CARD TABLES

9 73

$24.00 lamp for .

Sale price .69

Burrows Felt or Leather top

SALE

GALVANIZED

MADE

30 MAMY DOLLS

NECESSARY

BY

ALTERATIONS
ABOUT TO COMMENCE ON

WHITE ENAMELLED

Walk and talk

Large size, very strong

Reg. price $6.00. Sale price 3.49

Sale price ,59
All Toys Reduced 25

STORE

BUILDING

FRAMED PICTURES

WASH BOILER

MANTLE CLOCK

Walnut frames

A full size durable boiler

A handsome bath roony fixture.
Plate mirror in the door

Eight day—Chimes

Reg. price $3.25. • Sale price .98

Reg. price $13. Sale price 8.95

SALE CONTINUES BUT TEN DAYS FROM THE
Beautiful Carpets for
kitchen, dining room
or chamber.

Reg. price $3.50. Sale price 2.29

Beautiful Mahogany

MEDICINE CABINETS

COAL HODS
Reg. price 90c.

Reg. price $1.75. Sale price | .29

Reg. price $4.00. Sale-price

.00

Sale price

|0

OPENING-MARCH THE FIRST

Desirable Rockers Two-Piece
73 ^
Overstuffed Set

Reg. 75c. Sale .59
ART RUGS

Reg. price 50c.

OUR RUG VALUES
NOW

V

Regular
Price

The second Herrin trial has opened,
but there is nothing to indicate that its
outcome will be any different from the
first proceeding. The simple fact is
that the people of Williamson County
believe that the murdered" mine work
ers got what they deserved, and thpy
are all eager to see the rioting strikers
acquitted. There were hundreds of
. witnesses to the massacre, but it has
been impossible to get them to testify
conclusively to the guilt of anybody so
that the Jury, all residents of the
county, would vote for conviction. Ap
parently about every individual in the
community is either a murderer or an
accessory after the fact

9xl2, 16.20, 13.29
)xlO/2 14.15, 12.94
7/2x9, 10.10, 7.95
6x9,
8.10, 5.95

Every rug in our immense stock is marked down
Regular Price

V

4-Piece Bedroom Suite,
A Very Enticing Value,

H9.o°

12-<»14-4O16-

General commendation will follow
the action of Edwin Libby Post, Grand
Army of the Republic, in authorizing
its trustees to convey its Limerock
street property to the Sons and Daugh
ters of Veterans. It means that the
property so long the home of this
loyal society is to continue in similar
service, thus perpetuating the great
cause of national unity and freedom
and the memory of tile men who fought

An cverstuffcd set of two worthy
pieces, a long davenport and chair
to match.
Spring construction
throughout of the finest type.
Cushions are loose and removable.
Pieces are fashioned in the Queen
Anne style. Finished in mahogany.
Upholstered in tapestry.
Extra
chair, $24.50.

$115.Of
I 10.00
60.00
54.00
32.50
30.00

sale Price

$79.60
76.00
43.20
39.00
24.95
23.50

We have all sizes, and every one reduced

t=

Off
Continuous Post Bed, Spring
and 45-Pound Sanitary Mattress,

CITY OF ROCKLAND
Genuine Walnut Dresser and vanity table have
large plate mirrors

Election Notice
To the Inhabitants of the City of Rockland:
You are hereby notified to assemble at the
several ward rooms in the City of Rockland on
MONDAY, MAR4H
1923, to give in your votes
for Mayor, Alderman. Common Councilman,
Warden and Ward Clerk
Also to give in your votes on the following
Referendum Question : “Shall the City of Rock
land adopt Daylight Saving Time, For the Sum
mer of 1923?’*
The polls will he open at seven o’clock in
the forenoon, and close at six o’clock in the
afternoon.
Copies of the voting list may be found <at
the ward rooms in the several wards.
Per order municipal officers.
K R, KEENE. City Clerk
February 23, 1923.
24-27

Davenport and Armchair,
Two Silk Velour Pieces,

A most extraordinary bedroom furnishing unit is this
one, consisting of a full sized bed, spring and mattress
to fit, at only $23.95. The three pieces making this unit
are of a desirable quality, as you will reafdily agree upon
seeing it.
fhe supply of these units being a limited
number we suggest early decision on your part.

99.00
Sj
EDISON’S

LATEST

This beautiful

CONSOLE
Solid

Mahogany

Plain Colonial, 1 C.60
Oak Dresser,

MODEL
Edison with

CITY OF ROCKLAND

choice of 12 selections, only 141.00

BOARD OF REGISTRATION

VERY EASY TERMS OF PAYMENT

Notice is herdby given that the Board of
Registration will be in session at tlieir room
in the City Building Spring Street, upon the six
secular days preceding the fifth day of March
1923, for the purposi of revising and correcting
•the voting lists of this city.
The board will be in session the first three of
said days from 9 a. in. to 1 p. in., and from
3 p. m. to 5 p. rn. and from 7 p. m to 9
p m. and on the fourth of said days from 9 n.
m. to 1 p. m . from 3 to 5 p in. As the last
two days of said session are for the purpose
of verifying .said lists and to complete and
close up the records of the session, no names
will be added to or stricken from said list on
said days.
Bv order of the Board of Registration.

2<-27

Genuine Wiilows, 9x12
Hartford Saxony, 9x12,
Bigelow Axminster, 9x12,
Genuine Axminster, 9x12,
Seamless Tapestries, 9x12,
Seamless Tapestries, 9x12,

Those who prefer plainness in
■ *
oedroom furnishings >^ill glad
ly consider this colonial dresscr as an additional piece for

your

/

their room.

Made with -four

spacious drawers of select oak
stock.

Has

large

swinging

mirror, rigidly suported. The
dresser now is priced at $15.60.

The value of this beautiful suite can onl> be judged by
inspection. Regular value $165.00. Extra chair $33.00
FREE DELIVERY

J *’• CARVER, Chairman.

4

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

USE

U£

AT OUR EXPENSE

TELEPHONE 450

•» -T
Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, February 27, 1923.

Every-Other-Day

Calk of the town
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
March 1-2 (Polo) Rockland vs Westerly, a!
til* Arcade
March 2—-Rubinstein Club meets at the Cnlversallst church
March 2 (7.15 p in > A-hires* on “Marriage
;.nu Divorce by Mrs. Mau l Williams Smith of
Portland before Woman’s Educational Club.
March 2 (7.15 p. m ) Address p!i Workmen’s
Compensation at Methodist vestry, auspices
Womun’s Educational Club, by Major Arthur L
Thayer.
March 2—Partial eclipse of the moon, oeginnlug 8 13 p in
March 4—Observance of State Sunday Schoul
Day.
March 5—Municipal Election
March 5- Vinalhaven town meeting
March 7—Country Club, Indies’ auction ai
12 30, followed by auction.
March 12-C unden town meeting
March 12 Town Meeting. North Haven
March 15—Annual dame of the Telephone
(•Iris in Temple Hall.
March 21-2>—Slate conference, D. A It,

Waterville

March 16—Country Club, dance
March 16 Rockland Lodge of Perfection and
Rockland Council, Princes of Jerusalem, meet
In Temple hall.
-March 17—St. Patrick’s Day
'March 19 Rockport town meeting
■March 21 Spring -begins.
March 21-22 —State < outer-m-c. Daughter, of
American Revolution. Waterville.
March 25—Palm Sunday.
March 22—Knox County Librarians’ Associa
tion meets at Rockland Public Library, 2 30
p. m
March 26-30- Farmers’ Week, University of
Maine.
March 30—Country Club, lad.es’ and gentle
men's supper at 6 50 followed by auction.
March 39— Cootl Friday.
April 1 - Easter Sundav.
April 13—Country Club dance
April 18 Maine Method.s* Conference, Ban
gor. Bishop Hughes presiding
April 19—•Patriots’ Day
April 29—Gen. Knox Chapter of Rose Croix
meets in Temple hall.
April 26 Country Club ladies* luncheon at
12 39, followed by auction
May II Country Club dame
May 23—Country ( lub. ladies’ ami gentle
men’s supper at 6.30, followed by auction.

Weather This Week
Washington, Feb. 25.—Weather for
the week beginning Monday in North
Atlantic States unsettled, with Bcoasionfetl snows or ruin; temperatures nor
mal or about.

The Methodist men serve an Italian
supper in the church vtstry Wednes
day at 6 o'clock.
Schooner Friendship, before reported j
lest on the Virginia coast, is dischurg- '
ir.g iter cargo at New York.
,

A New Sense Of
Freedom

This is the 57th consecutive day this
winter in which there has been no thaw,
though the air is a little softer and
gives promise of really yielding.

The new organ for the Strand
Theatre arrived yesterday, and will be
issembled as rapidly as possible.
Manager Dondis expects it will lie in
commission in about two weeks.
lameroek Valley I’nmona will meet
with Meguntieook Grange, Camden.
March 31, and not with Wessaweskeag
Grange on March 3, as previously re
ported.
At the Head of the Bay School the
men have completed all arrangements
for tin! dam chowder supper which will
be served there tonight. It is Imped
that friends will brave tlie thank-youIn Cantilever Shoes you walk with martns and help make the affair a suc
a new sense of freedom, a new lilting cess.
step, a new rhythmic swing of the
Wright from one foot to tlie other.
The next warship trial on the Rock
Gone is the vise-like restriction of stiff land course will not take place until
soles, gone is the weariness <lu“ to dis early April—possibly not until the 15th
torted feet and poor posture, gone are —according to advices received from
the arches mid pains of fallen arches. Washington by a member of The
Health and comfort walk in the Can Courier-Gazette staff.
tilever Fhoe.
The last is patterned from the out
There will (be a meeting of the Knox
line of the foot. The natural inner sole Amateur Radio Club Wednesday. Feb.
line provides room for the toes and al 23 at 7.30 at Davies' store. Antennas
lows litem to point straight nliead. will .lie discussed, and perhaps an out
Tliis Hnfl tlie well-set heel encourage side lecturer will be present. Go pre
correct posture.
In Cantilevers title pared for the buzzer test.
weight is distributed so that there is no
strain on tlie arch of the foot.
Rockland folks who like to go on a
And the shank of the shoe flexes! hike Sundays, enjoyed the novel ex
With every step, tlie shoe yields with perience last Sunday of hiking around
Hie foot. Tlie muscles have free play the harbor, some on snowshoes. J. N.
they exercise and grow strong. Can Southard ventured nearly to the Tri
tilevers correct and prevent flat floot pod. near Owl’s Head, but confesses tc
because they strengthen the muscles having felt a bit squeamish -when tie
(lihat surround and uphold the small again reached terra firma.
liones of the arch. Change to Canti
levers and enjoy a new feeling of foot
The long disputed question of the
freedom.
supremacy of the Army and Navy will
te settled Thursday night, locally at
L. E. BLACKINGTON
least, when teams representing these
Rockland Dealer
two branches of the service will clash
Boots, Shoos, Clothing
at basketball in Legion hall. A desper
ate battle is expected with a strong
arm squad, hospital corps and, it is
APPEAL FOR
hinted, the cabbage gang in attendance.

HOME FOR AGED WOMEN

The citizens of Rockland have dis
tinguished themselves by their lib
erality towards many excellent
Haymond Eaton is occupying the I
house on Lincoln street which he re- I causes. Can we not now give at
tention to the pressing needs of the
ccntly bought from E. M. Stubbs.
above named Home.
Aurora Lodge, F. At A. M.. will hold a
A lady, belonging to one of our
special meeting tomorrow night. All
oldest families, is anxiously await
candidates entitled to the Fellow Craft
degrees are asked to be present at 7.30.
ing admission, but needed repairs
must first be made. Sickness and
The Matinicus packet. Calista D.
death this present year have made
Morrill, which has been doing such
large inroads upon the resources.
valiant service all winter, is laid off
temporarily on account of a damaged
Are there not many who would
rudder.
gladly assist in this emergency?
The quarterly business meeting of ! Any person so inclined may com
the Littlefield Memorial church will l.e I municate with the President of the
held March 6. From the 18 th of the | Corporation—
month to April 1. "Harvest'’ evangelis
tic meetings will be held.
MRS. FRED S. RHODES

38 Middle Street

One of Rockland's most successful
or
pcultrymcn !■» Overness Sarkesian of
Talbot avenue, whose Hock at the pres
MRS. J. E. STEVENS
ent time comprises 125 old hens and 250
Treasurer
,
pullets. The pullets were hatched April 1
*8, 1022, and began to lay Nov. 1. It. ‘
49 Middle Street
November the entire tlock produced
3,000 eggs. The effect of the reinforce
ments was shown by the December
Painters are busy dolling up Dr. .1
record of 5,273 eggs. That tlie new
comers ate get'ing right down to busl- II. Damon’s dental office. When thncss is proved by last month's static- I artists have finished it will be almost a
lies. In tlie month Mr. Sarkesian gatli- ; pleasure to have teeth extracted there
cred 5,675 eggs.
it is no longer Grand Army 'hall
Wednesday afternoon the Congre You must get used to the new name—
gational church will lie open to ail Fnion Veterans’ Memorial hail. T'he
working for the fair. At 4 o'clock details appear in a news story, else
there will bo an important meeting of where in litis issue.
■the Woman's Association. Circle sup
The new electric lights’ in the
per will be served at 6.30 with Mrs. C.
Crescent strectfschool house are giving
F. Snow as chairman.
great satlefuction. The loyal little
group which is footing tlie bills sent
iwuy a soap order last week ami is
to have a cooked food sale ill- the Bur
pee Furniture store Saturday.

COBB’S
FISH DEPT.

HADDOCK
HALIBUT
HAKE
CUSK
SPAWN
CLAMS
OYSTERS
SCALLOPS*
FINNAN HADDIE
COD SIDES
COD BITS
BOX COD
SLACK SALTED
POLLOCK
AND COD
SALT MACKEREL
TONGUES & SOUNDS
HERRING
SALMON
BLOATERS
New Lot
NAVEL ORANGES
5c Each
100 Dozen Size

COBB'S

A Spanish War veteran who resides
in the southwestern portion of the city,
and who is a handy man around the
house, got orders tlie other day to pol
ish the stove. He did it to the queen's
taste, Ibut exceeded his instructions
somewhat by blacking the flat-irons,
with a result which was a bit annoy
ing all around.
At their meeting last night the Elks
nominated officers for the ensuing year:
Exalted Ruler, William P. Hurley;
leading knight, George F. Barbour;
loyal knight, E. Russell Richardson;
lecturing knight, Joseph Softayer; sec
retary. Albertus W. Clarke; treasurer.
A. H. Jones; tiler, Charles Merritt;
trustee for three years. Edwin S. Levensaler; representative, Everett A.
Davis; alternate, C. W. Proctor.
James A. Collins, town clerk of Owl's
Head, who has been in Washington, D.
C„ this winter, is recovering from an
attack of ptomaine poisoning, and will
return Wednesday to his home at In
graham Hill. Mr. Collins is the author
of a very interesting series of Wash
ington letters which have appeared in
these columns during the winter, and
the interruption, as well as his illness
is much regretted.

The question of- who is basketliail
boss of Knox county is to be settled
March 7 and 9. when Rockland High
anil Camden High meet in a title series.
Each lias beaten the other, and Cam
den lias lieaten Thomaston twice, so
tlie victor of this series can cltiitn the
county laurels. In case of tin even
break the third game will lie played in
the Arcade.
Holler polo lias been abandoned in
Bath because tlie hall was so smaii
that the games could not be taken setiousiy. The Batli Times says: "Bath
fans believe roller polo would pay here
in a rink of ample size, especially along
with roller skating on tlie side for there
are hundreds of Batli young people to
day who never enjoyed tlie pleasure of
roller .skating and if they are any tiling
like the kids of a dozen or more years
ago they would lake to it like a duck
does to water."
Robert A. Webster, winner of the
Community Food Fair’s beauty contest,
is linding that a liberal amount of
notoriety attaches to being “the hand
somest mail in Rockland.” Every day
he receives scores of congratulations—
some by wire, some by mall, and some
;n person. Saturday the climax came
when the girls at the W. O. Hewett
Co.’s store presented him with a loving
cup, tilled with cookies. The cup was
not silver, nor of the shape that loving
cups usually take, but Bob appreciated
the kindly spirit of his associates, and
blushed a beautiful russet red. The
cup will be used on all state occasions.
Special pictures at regular prices
are offered by Manager Dondis at the
Strand Theatre the balance of this
week, The attraction for Wednesday
and Thursday is entitled "Ashes," and
tlie producers call it “the most stu
pendous offering in motion picture his
tory." A great array of stars will be
found in the cast. The story is one of
gripping interest, dealing with the
blackfailing hands which prey on t/ie
wealthy. The weekend feature this
blackmailing bands which prey on t)he
contrary a high class photodrama
witli massive sets, winter sports, beau
tiful scenes and an intensely interest
ing human story. Corinne Griffith
stars.
The restaurant at - the brook now
known as the "Brookside Lunch," after
being newly painted ami new electric
lights, is now open for business. All
home cooking. All cordially invited
Prices reasonable. Chase & Tarr, mail
agers, 470 Main St., Rockland, Me.
23-tf

A limited quantity of winter gar
ments are being sold at reduced prices
at the Davis Garment Store, corner of
Main and Elm streets. Rockland. Some
exceptional bargains in coats.
22-tf

R. U. Collins is prepared to assist in
making income tax returns. 375 Main
Street.—20-tf

The Registration Board is in session
at the City Building, enrolling voters
foi the spring election. James F.
Carver is chiirman, and Ralph Paul
and Henry I,. Higgins are the other
members. Edward R. Veazie is acting
as clerk. There will be forenoon ses
sions until Thursday, when the even
ing sessin will In- omitted. Names will
not lie added Friday or Saturday. Shop
early.
Friday the stated assembly of King
Hiram Council, R. & S. M., will be
Masonic Temple, opening at 4 'clock p.
m. Applications will be received, re
ferred, and balloted upon and the Roy
al Master and Select Master degrees
will be conferred in full form at this
session. All candidates are requested
to be on hand at 4 o'clock sharp. At
6.3(1 p. m. Golden Rod Chapter will
serve up of its celebrated suppers at 5(1
rents per plate. At 8 o'clock labor will
tip resumed and the Super Excellent
Master degree will be conferred in full
form by the Council’s degree staff. The
band will give its usual concert, and
the Patrol their beautiful drill.
John L. Beaton is putting his eus
ternary energy into bis duties at the
Sfudley furniture store, but determined
henceforth to give a wide berth to
every horse that blinks evilly at him
Going home (he other night Mr. Beaton
passed near the horse of Peter Ed
wards, on Oliver street. He didn't like
the animal's looks at all, but got by
sately. as lie supposed. He was disil
lusioned when the horse, without
warning, started in pursuit of him, and
gralpbing him by tlie back proceeded to
churn the startled John up and down.
Mr. Edwards ran to the rescue, and the
horse's hold was finally broken, but as
the result of his assault Mr. Beaton
was laid up several days.

The ladies of the Vniversalist church
will , hold a food sale Saturday after
noon and evening at the W. O. Hewett
Co. store.
25-26
Marston's Havener Hall Tuesday
night dance will lie canceled this week
and on Thursday night the orchestra
will give a “spot dance” with a prize
of $2.50 in gold for the winner.—adv

Mrs. Davis, buyer for the Davis Gai
rnent Store, has returned from the
market, and'they are now able to offe
a line of dresses, coats, suits, etc., th.-i
D unsurpassed. A few special trades
in dresses and coats for early buyer.,.
Davis Garment Store, corner Main and
Elm streets.—adv.

ITALIAN SUPPER
WEDNESDAY, 6 P. M.

35c
Served by the men of the

METHODIST CHURCH
A RUMMAGE SALE
will be held at the
METHODIST CHURCH VESTRY. UNION ST.

THURSDAY. MARCH I.
Commencing at 9.30 A. M.

Loads of Clothing, Furnkhings. and good']
of all kinds
OOM1E IX AXD GET A BARGAIN
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CAME FROM BEHIND

WE NOW HAVE
A BIG STOCK

AND ALL SIZES IN

RUBBER
BOOTS
BUT
It looks to us as though we were
going to be up against the same
proposition that we were on
overshoes.

IF
Everybody gets an idea that they
want a pair of Rubber Boots,
there won’t be enough to go(
around. Already the wholesale
market is cleaned out.

SO
If you are thinking of getting a
pair, don't put it off too long.

Lowell, Hopelessly Outclassed
In First Period, Gives Rock
land a Scare In the Windup.
Tlie Lowell polo team made its first
appearance hero last night, and after
getting over its stage fright put up
such a lively exhibition that it fame
■vithin one of tying the score. GiUillen,
the only member of tne visting team
who has played in Rockland before, re
ceived a nasty cut over the eye, but
plutkily kept on playing. He is ar
earnest worker, and never lets up. no
matter 'how far his team may be ahead
or behind. Lowell plays here again
tonight, and Cipt. Cooney promises
that Rockland will not pile up a live
run load in the first period, as it did
last night.
Tlie score:
Rockland—SI. Aubin Jr. Skinner 2r,
Thtrrien e, Wright hb, Purcell g.
Lowell—Cooney lr, GiUillen
2r.
Arseneaullp c, Dumas hb, Allard g.
First Period
.32
1 Rockland—Skinner............
4.46
Lowell—Giltillcn .................
.59
Rockland—Skinner.............
1.06
Rockland—St. Aubin .........
5.06
Rockland—Therrien..........
Rockland—Therrien...........
2.3S

Boston Shoe Store
>78 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

"Just plain hard luck, I call it,” said |
upt. H. P. Blodgett of the Central
Maine Power Co., in speaking of the
agrant gas leak at the foot of Limeock street. The company had dug
several expensive holes through the
idewalk on the east rn side of Main
street in vain and yesterday noon at
tacked tlie Hassam paving at the street
hut-off in the middle of the street.
The day crew went off and the night
loft hammered and drilled into the
wet sma’" hours before they got
through the solid concrete bed beneath
the paving. Today workmen are dic
ing near the shut-off where, tests
seem to locate the leak. It is supposed
hat frost action has ripped the gat’
ioot-e, causing the leak at the big main.
The excavation will be filled with ash
es until the frost is out when a State
Highway man will appear with a Has
sam expert and relay the torn out sec
tion. Stores and offices along that |
ection of the street will be much more
liveable after tlie trouble is remedied.

WESTERLY

Loweli-»\i seneauit ...........
8 Lowell—T'ooney...................
9 Lowell—GiJfjllen .................
1(1 Rockland—Therrien...........
11 Lowell—Cuonr-y .................
12 Lowell—Giliflllen .................

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY NIGHTS
AT

4.34
Rockland—Skinner ...........
I.In
Rockland—St. Aubin.........
.47
Rockland—Skinner.............
Lowell—Cooney .................
.24
5.49
Lowell—Cooney...................
Score, Rockland 9, Lowell 8. Rushes,
St. Aubin 10, Cooney 10. Stops, Pur
cell SO, Allard 43. Referee, Winslow.
Timer, Davies. Scorer, White.

13
14
15
16
17

WHEELER’S BAY
Mrs. George Barnes and son Floyd
were in Rockland Friday.
•
Alfreda Baines of Rocklund spent
Thursday at home.
Mrs. Annie Keller ol' St. George spent
Wednesday with Mrs. J. II. Barnes.
Mrs. Myron Young of Stonington,
who has been spending a week with
her parents, returned home Thursday.
Mrs. Haskell of Rockland is visiting
her daughter. Mrs. Victor Dennison.
J. S. Allard was in Rockland and
Camden Thursday.
Harry Allard was in Port Clyde last
Wednesday.
Floyd Bai nes and Lester Elwell were
in Kt. George on business last week.
Dr. Bartlett was in town Sunday at
tending Mrs. Percy Dennison.
Mrs. J. H. Barnes and Etta Fuller
called on Mrs. J. S. Allard Wednesday.

PHONE EARLY—850.

PHONOGRAPH S

AND ’X'

RECORDS
BIG HITS NOW RELEASED TO THE

PUBLIC
2367

Carnival of Venice, Cornet Solo, Badajos, Herbert L.
Clarke,

Ranges
and
Heaters

75c

Stars In a Velvety Sky, Cornet Solo, Herbert L. Clarke

15039

Lucrczia Borgia-Brindisci (Drinking Song) Contralto
Baciada,
$150

Trovatore—Stride la vampa, (Fierce Flames Are Soar
ing) Contralto,
Sigrid Onegin’

50023

Hungarian Rapsody No. 2, Part 1—Liszt—Pianoforte

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:It was very kinil of the person that I
foupd the letter and remailed It to Mr.
Robbins, but not neressary. for tlie
writing on it about the girl in the
Blake block. I never trouble you or
yours, 'and we have all we can do to |
sweep our own doorsteps.

$2.00

Hungarian Rapsody No. 2, Part 2—Liszt—Pianoforte
Solo,
Josef Hofman

COME

IN

AND

HEAR

THEM

All Phonographs Play
BRUNSWICK

RECORDS

MAIL ORDERS FILLED

V. F. STUDLEY
Exclusive Rockland Dealer

238 MAIN STREET

I

i-° Ibe
ofgundry

Send ft

Before You Wash Those Blankets
and Quilts, Read This
Our new mill process will renew the life of your blankets, restore
their fine soft flceciness and prepare them for a summer storage.
Whether it is a fine woolen blanket or a lonn staple cotton, or a
mixture of the two, the individual fibres of the thick nap should be
carefully straightened out and fluffed up. This will give them won
derful softness and warmth.
Moths seldom touch Clean, Dry, Woolens. Let us wash a new
year’s life into those beautiful blankets of yours. You’ll be delighted
with their newness.
We also make a specialty of Family Washing at very attractive
prices.
JUST PHONE—WE’LL SEND FOR THEM PROMPTLY

PEOPLES LAUNDRY
17 LIMEROCK STREET.

BUILDING UP THE CHURCH

This is the caption of an article writ
ten recently by an eminent preachei
How seriously suggestive to some folks
but to many the words make no ap
lieal. Those who piss the church up
for other interests let the preacher re
mind: that the power of Christ in a
town is dependent on the vitality and
de votion of the church. Christian morility languishes in all places in which
the church is weak. The only institu
tion. that saves our cities from Totting
is the church. It alone keeps our cities
from being cast into outer darkness.
The church is salt. It is the light of
the world.
“What our generation most needs
i strengthening of the church. The
•pirit of Christ is the same- yesterday.
t< day and forever, but 'his church va
ries in places and limes. At the present
hour we have widespread belief in the
ideals of Jesus, but many arc skeptical
as- to the divine mission of the chure.i
Multitudes outside its membership carp
t it or ignore it. while many of its
own adherents have lost faith in it.
One of the common topics of conver
sation is the failure of the church. It
has become an axiom in certain circles
that a man can be as good a Christi m
outside of the church as In it. Thera
are some who think he can be better.
The result is that Jesus Christ is not
doing many migiity works. The cause
of his weakness is our unbelief in the
church. The way then to exalt Christ
is to build up the church. Desultory
church attendance is one of the most
serious handicaps which the Son of
God suffers in 1:1s efforts to redeem
mankind. A man cannot serve God si
effectively in his home as in the church
There would be a new tone in the so
cial. and eommeicial and political life
of the city if ail our churches were
tilled."
Will we heel the appeal then and
help by our presence and devotion t.
build up the Church of the Living God’.’
(Rev.) Andrew Young.
Rockport, Feb. 26.

Josef Hofman

Solo, Baccarat,

EAST UNION

Kineo

Mrs. Alice Metcalf.

RINK

ARCADE

THE

Turbin, Kehoe, S. Pierce, Cusick and Blount. Every man a Big
League star. If you want to see what real guy3 are like,
see this game.

2.09
1.59
2.20
2.04
4.03

A subscription paper, circulated by
Miss Rena Titus has returned to
Benedict Winehrnbaeh. netted $79 to Massachusetts after a week’s vacation
assist Maurice Athern In buying a horse with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. A. M.
to replace the one recently lost.
Titus.
Virginia Dunbar of South Hope spent
Bouchard, the crack polo player, who a few days recently with her aunt, Mrs.
was so much admired in the Rockland- Mary I "ayson.
Bath games, is spending the week here.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Payson were in
He brought along his rabbit hound, Portland for several days this week.
and is trying his luck in nearby haunts.
E. M. Stubbs was home from Rock
He wps out yesterday with A. C. Jones, land over Sunday.
and the two nimrods bad good results.
Mrs. Laura Daniels went to Waldo
boro last week owing to tin- illness of
Local polo fans arc -destined to see 'her aunt.
the fastest spoi t in the city's history
J M. Davis who went to Portland
the next few weeks if the patronage is several weeks ago for-treatment of Ms
sufficiently encouraging. The break- eyes, is very much improved.
r.g up of the National League has
turned loose scores of professional
players, many of whom have evinced
desire to play in Rockland, and who
will come here cn various teams. Ap
plications have also been received here
from 'several tig league stars win
want to play on the Rockland team.
ne of the number being the famous
Duggan, who has led the National
League all season. The excitement be
gins with the arrival of the Westerly.
R. I., team, which plays here Thursday
mil Friday nights. A telegram re
ceived by Manager Packard this morni g states that Blount, the famous goal
tend, and S. Pierce, the wizard first
ush (both National League stars of
the first magnitude) will be on tin
Westerly team, which made such an
impression here before that. Manager
Packard has been swamped with re
juests to have it play here again. To
night the Lowell team, which was de
feated last night 9 to 8, plays here
gain.

—adv.

The polo team which
everybody
raved
about for clever pass
ing is coming for

Second Period

Third Period

OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT

HERE ARE THE LADS!

TELEPHONE 170

25-30

“HEAR ABOUT

CLARKE?”

With all
the latest
improvemerits, in
cluding
glass oven
doors, are
used every
where.
SOLD BY

V.F. STUDLEY
ROCKLAND, MAINE

IIII 11 1-111 I I 1 I llll-l-HH-l 1

I0GENES Looked For an
11 ) J Honest Man. If He Had
Been Wise Enough to
Advertise He Could
Have Sat Still and Waited For
Honest Men to Come to Him.
fl

1111111-1-11 l l

"He's been sick at homd with pneumonia, hasn’t
he?”
"Yes. Confined to the house for ten weeks, with
a nurse in constant attendance at $45.00 per, plus
all the doctor’s bills.”
“Carry any sickness insurance?”
“Don’t suppose so. Clarke never got around to
things like that."
ARE YOU CLARKE?

E. C. MORAN & CO.
BORN
Mcrston Rockport, Feb. 21, to Mr. and Mrs
Charles'Marston, a son Maurice Arthur.
Crockett At Sllrfby Maternity Hospital, Rock
land, Felt 21, to Mr and Mrs. Albert Crockett
ol Rockport, a daughter.
•Ciiatlo- Rockland, Feb. 29, to Mr and Mrs
Leroy Cbatto. a daughter- June Kvelyn.
Fu'es—'South Warren, Feb.
. to Mr and
Mrs. Kenneth Fairs, formerly of 4’usliing. a son
Clayton Augustus.

DIED
Bulkin (Hen < inc. Feb. 26, Zobulon Lufkin,
aged Hl years, x months, 12 day*. Funeral
Thursday at 2 o’clock from his lute Tesitlenee
Lines—Boston. Mass., F»-’». 22. Bert Rincs,
f< rioerly of Warren.
I'iitderwood- Vinalhaven, Feb 29. Jaiucs V
Calderwood. aged 69 yea is
bunt—FrcncMxiro, Fell 18. Mrs Sanford

I
NEW HIGH FOR

■B

TEXAS COMPANY STOCK
IS IT ON ITS WAY
TO 70, ITS FORMER HIGH?

SPECIAL REPORT
Mailed on Request

1 nut. .

Aldus Utockport. Feb. 2'-, Herman 1. infant
son of Mr and Mrs. Calvin Aldus
Vti.se Cuion. F«b. 2'«. Sarah Maiilda. wife of
Albert Vose. aged 79 years. 6 months, 17 day/.
Funeral Wednesday at 1 p ni
RackllfT South Portland. Feb 2-5, Jennie
Raekliff, aged •*»(» years
Funeral Wednesday
afternoon at 2 o’clock, from W. (J. Upham's,
, 191 Camden street.
I Wagner—C:il<»n. Feb. 25, Lorinda M . wait? $
of William L. Wagner, aged 83 years. 9 months.
| 12 deys.
CARD OF THANKS

KENNEY & GREENWOOD
Thorndike Hotel Bldg., Rockland

Hi

Telephone 822
ROCKLAND, ME.
21-26

KB

We wish Io cxiendour hear felt thanks to ail
CARD OF THANKS
fritnds and neighbors who were so kind to :is
I v.isli to crpress my fttatefu1 banka to i: ■
in our late berojuiuent. Also for the bt auiifui l< nd trknds wh<» have civil kbu'ed U> my help
floral offerings
bi e(4inectlon with the recent k*s of my horse.
Herbert Thomas, Mrs Helen Hilton. Win.
*
Maurice Atheam
Stickney and family, Mr. and Mrs W. F.
The charge for publhming a Card of Thanks
Thomas.
l'H-I N-HK't l i'
la 50 cents, cash to taoQoipuij the order.
Warren, Feb 26

-w w
P £
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Every-Otber-Day

A FINE NEW CHURCH

-=s *'

Afler
Every Meal

To Be Completed At North
Haven This Spring—A Bit
of History.

The North Haven Baptist church was
organized in 1804 and celebrated its
I
100th anniversary under the pastorate
d‘ the Rev. Maurice Dunbar. North
Haven is an island a'bout nine miles
long and between three and four miles
wide situated in the Penobscot Bay
twelve miles east of Rockland. The
church building (following the New
England custom) was built at alb-mt the
center of t'he island in order to accom
modate the people to the best advan
tage who had settled in districts along
ROCKPORT
exico, Honolulu *aAd other
its shores. These districts were known
,
1
i plac.c.w of interest. Many pictures of
• the North East. Pulpit Harbor. West.
—
7
i
the
different
places were shown by the
Thoroughfare and Little Thoroughfare
Mrs. Bertha Simmons of I’ni.ci was a r.K’io’pttcbn; whb’lt w^H* much enjoyed,
»i?2. XX
!• idling and farming were the principal
recent guest at Capt. Frank Peters »ti»’s. • Tho next meeting <4 |he ckfL> will be
occupations.
Brainerd Patil was at hojne frtun held Friday afteipdoh at the home of
The Thoroughfare, at the southern
pari of the island, afforded greater pos Bnwdoin college to spend Sunday with ! Mik Georgia S’oier ih t’amden.
“Yes," said I.ord Scroope, heavily,
6YN0PSI8
liis parents. Mr. anti Mrs. William A. | The Baptist circle will be entertained
sibilities for a later population that
“that is tvhat I feel, Delicia. We—we
j Thursday at the homg of Mrs. Blanche
should be made up of a summer, as i’aul.
•CHATTER I.—Disliking the prospect of must temper justice with mercy.”
toward A ploi’id* dinner will be
Miss Julia Hills, a former assistant
well as a nattvf people. As the years
••month s visit to her austere aunt. Lady
Almee sat between her two stern
served.
vent by the fishing business decreased in the Rockport High School, is quite
Erythea I .am be, at Jervaulx abbey, and
Kt v G W. Stuart of tbo Littlefield
her cousin, Alexander I-anibe, Almee, vl- parents on the lounge in the library at
Teeth were given
use.
and many of the farms were bought by ill at her boun* on North Main street,
Memoria church, Rockland, preached
Rocklantl.
vacious
daughter
of
the
Very
Reverend
|
Scroope
Towers.
A
night's
rest
had
not
:he summer people. Most of those en
Vl„
e
Io
a rohol
llnll* mnnn
Viscount
Scroope,
Is in
in a
rebellious
mood.
tin Methodist churph. Sunday morn
Mrs. Walter C.^i.’rtdl was the guest o! att the
Like our muscles,
restored the color to her cheeks. Her
gaged in these industries left the island.
her parents, M.\ and Mrs. Sidney An ing assisted by evangelist E- W. Steb
CHATTER II.—She wanders into the eyelashes were slightly wet.
She
»nd those who remained moved to the
bins of Melrose, Mass., who rendered
iark, there encountering a strange youth
and plenty
it.
village, where they could find employ drews, in West Rockport, Friday of last
n trouble with a motorcycle. He laugh smiled faintly.
two solos which were rtiuth enjoyed.
ment with those who came to the island week.
ingly introduces himself as “Billy.” Amer
"You dear people,’’ said Almee,
There will be a masquerade ball a. Rev. J. F. Thurston of West Newfield
ican. The two cement the acquaintance
to spend their summer vacations. Oth
stealing
a
hand
Into
her
mother
’
s,
the Community Hall in Simonton Wed I l oat hed Jit the evening sdrVlce.
by a ride on the motorcycle, the, "Flying
’
provides
rs attracted to North Haven by tbe
Bpiiinx.” and part. With Georgina Ber while the other clasped the long white
The pulpit at the Baptist ohurch Sun
nesday evening. Music by Dean’s or
mployment offered by the summer res
ners, her cousin, Aimee sets out for Jer
day morning w is supplied by Rev. T.
action
—also,
soft
vaulx. On the way she decides that Geor fingers of her sire, “you haven't scold
idents also settled at the village, and chestra of Camden.
Tin- Ladies’ Aid of tho M. E. church M. Griffiths • f Camden.
gina shall impersonate her at Jervaulx, ed me at all. What you ought to do is
in this way the village became the cen
while she goes on a holiday. Georgir.a’e to beat me. It's no use my trying to
will bo entertained Thursday at the
gum penetrates
crevices and
J »
‘.i
ter of population. This change found
horrified protest is unavailing.
home of Mrs. Charles Stanley. A pic
tell you how sorry I am. There aren't
the old church building a long wav
WEST
ROCKPORT
nic supper will he* served.
cleanses them.
CHAPTER 111.-Happy In her new free
fiom the pepple.
dom. Aimee again meets “Billy.” He tells any words for it.”
Miss Dorothy Andrews entertained j
Only a few of the summer peopl
her his name is Spencer, and she gives
“Aimee dear,” said Lady Scroope,
Rev. Mr. Stebbins, evangelist, occu
friends very pleasantly Saturday even- :
hers as Amy Snooks, at presest “out of a stroking her hair, “try and look a little
were
accustomed
to
attend
the
Baptist
pied the pulpit Sunday 'and spoke In
by
increasing
ing
at
her
home
on
Amsbury
Hill.
Re

Job.” Billy offers to take her into part
services at the old church, and because
llis pleasing and able manner.
nership in selling the Sphinx. In a sririt less tragic. This isn't like you. It's all
freshments were served.
of this fact there were some among
of madcap adventure, she accepts. The over now.”
M ir)' Keller returned Jo .Needham,
of
saliva
which
stomach
needs.
Mrs. George Torrey and son George.
them who felt a sense of responsibility
two proceed to the town of Stanhoe. tak
Washington, Jr., have been guests ‘of* Miss., Saturday after spending a
“Is it?" said Aimee wistfully. "I am
ing separate lodgings in Ivy cottage.
for the spiritual life during the vaca
Mrs Ernest Torny for severhl days-* n- week's vacation with her parents. Mr.
glad, munmile. I’ve told you both the
fion season. Therefore Rev. George
CHAPTER TV.—That night Aimee visits
loute from Portland to the?? home in and .Mrs. I). M. Keller.
S after every
Strong and Dr. Endicott Peabody or
Georgina and learns that the deception story, all over and over. I’ve tried to
The l. i l.' -' Mission Circle will meet
has not been discovered. By her dominant make It clear. It’s a fearful tangle, I
ganized a committee and started Epis l»ecr Isle.
w ith Mrs. Anna Clark Ttwl'Wa.v.
how
better
you
personality she compels Georgina to con
copa»
services
which
have
'been
held
know. You have both been so sweet
Miss Elsie Maxey of Glen^ove visited
tinue the subterfuge.
Mis$ Lucy Piper, a student at Shaw’s
every year since in Library Hall, at the
about It.”
Business college in Portland is spend her sister, Mrs. Iletlry kelfer over SunCHAPTER V.—On a trial spin next day
village.
The perfect gum is made under
, ikl.V. ■
• !
“It Is finished,” said Lord Scroope
on the Sphinx, with Billy, Almee almost
The North Haven Baptist church llad ing a few days with her mother, Afi -.
conditions of absolute cleanli
lti,lici t Nutt was home froqi Camden
collides with a carriage in which are her gently. "I am so devoutly thankful,
Minnie
Piper.
been
without
a
pastor
for
nearly
two
aunt, Georgina and Alexander. The pair
ness from pure materials, and
Aimee, to find you have come safely
Mrs. Clinton Young has been the | to spend Sunday with-fits'bfmily.
escape unrecognized.
years when the present pastor. Rev. M.
Will Brown spent' Sut|tIJ'y at his
comes to you in sanitary waxguest
< f her daughter, Mrs. Evely rj
through the dangers which beset you
G. Perry, arrived on the field July 1.
home here.
.
CHAPTER VI.—Georgina learns that
wrapped packets.
Deane
in
Camden
for
several
days.
at
Jervaulx
—
what
might
have
hap

1920, haviiig just completed his course
Lord Scroope Is coming to visit Lady EryMrs. Warren ConaW (Aid Mrs. Heald
There
will
be
a
Jdithdav
party
at
the
thea and, realizing what will happen on pened appals me to think of—that it Is
at the Newton Theological Institution.
| were guests of Mr. and, Mrs. W. H.
his arrival, is in hopeless bewilderment
Mr. Perry was ordained during the Methodist church this evening. T'here Tolman in Glencove Friday. t
impossible to be harsh. And—and it
will
be
an
entertainment
and
radio
con

month of July and received the hand of
CHAPTER VII.-While Almee is secretly
distresses me to see you looking so un
Mrs. Mary Saunders lb-turned recent
Refreshments of cocoa, sand
▼lsiting Georgina at Jervaulx, the place la happy. For the first time In your life.
welcome into the state at the conven tort.
ly fioni Hope, where She,
'been car
wiches
and
cake
will
be
served.
burglarized. Almee escapes.
tion in Milo of that same yeaE He
ing for the Hardy family^, nvd is able
I can never rememter to have seen you
Mrs.
Andrew
Young
has
been
<
diisaw at once that there was a great need
CHAPTER VIII.—Georgina learns, with
■ to In- out after a sevfcre attack of
in such a mood."
touch relief, that Almee has got away.
of a ne.w church huildlrfg at the Thor fined to her home 4>y illness for a few
grippe.
Aitnee stood up.
days.
oughfare, now called the Village. This
CHAPTER IX.—Police Inspector Panke
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Kejicr of RockA benefit social was bf.RI at Com
"The thing I want to know,” she said,
aad been foreseen by previous pastors
decides that the robbery is the work of
! port ware recent gdests of fills parents.
piteously, “is. what about Billy? Yon
“Jack the Climber” and “Calamity Kate,’
and even agitated by some, but no defi munity Hall in Simonton Saturday
Mr Sue Orhefon returned last week
noted thieves, who travel on a motorcy won't answer me. Mumrale, you. I know,
nite steps had been taken. Mr. Per»*y, evening and over $13 whs raised and from a visit with her sister ill Concle.
with a few earnest wrorkers, at once presented to Mrs. Blanehe Wjthersjr o i.
will understand. If I lose Billy, 1 don't
| nectieut.
CHAPTER X-Billy, aware of hb care whether I live or die. That Is all.”
made plans to bring the matter before who has faithfully served as librarian
Several noffiliers of the 'bverready
in Simonton, aud wlrds- Sfirv! *es ban
••partner’s” nocturnal jaunts. Is troubled
the
church.
This
was
done
at
the
Au

Lord Scroope passed his fingers
He follows her, on the Sphinx, to Jer
'Club enjoyed a ti.Ut on snowshoes
lecn greatly appreciated. Y gust
business
meeting
of
the
same
year
vaulx. He hears the commotion, at once through his snowy hair.
Almee's
II. L. Withee, who was confined ti , Thursday afternoon. A ' fine oyster
suspects burglary, and follows two figures
and a vote was passed to secure a lot
i stew, cake and cocoa, was served by
on a motorcycle who are apparently in a mother put an arm round her and led
and proceed to erect a building as rap iis home by ill-iess last Xveek, is al
Mrs. Amy Nutt,
il)e t,ri|i.
dosperate hurry. Cornering the pair, Billy
o be out again.
'.
i,.
her out of the room.
idly
as
money
could
be
secured.
A
fine
knocks out a man who attempts to shoot
Mildred Heald altendeil the O. E. S.
The Twentieth Ccutyry J1'lub held an
“Go upstairs and rest for awhile.
him, picking up a package the fellow had
lot
was
finally
purchased
from
NeUon
! Thomas, Mr. and Mi'S. Frank Mullen.
installation .in Rock'iiOrt Feb. 21 and
VINALHAvEN
pen meeting Iasi Friday' evening a
dropped. He discovers the other fugitive Baby,” said Lady Scroope, gently.
Mr. and Mrs. Lafayette Sipith. Mr. and Mullin. The next step was to raise the lie <1. A. it. ll» II (.ml a delicious chick"'1 w as a gm st of Rev. and Mrs. Andrew
to be a woman. Stopping to aid her, she
money
for
building.
•
It
was
decided
to
“
You
are
very
tired,
and
there
has
Mrs. Frank Winslow, Mr. and Mrs.
•trikes him with a stone, rendering him
Carroll Burns left Monday for Bates i Scott Littlefield. Mrs. Alice Strickland launch a campaign among the towns supper was served by tfie tncmlicrs of i Young und Miss Ruth Carrpll at the
unconscious, and the pair escape.
been talk enough
•
X ■ i
he W. K. Corps to about fifty lm-trZicrs parsonage.
In a few minutes Lady Scroope re College to resume his studies.
, Mrs. Lora Hardison. Malcolm Winslow people during May, 1921, and the goal and guests, after which .\1i.s.’Fraiv- s
A food demonstration, meeting was '\
CHAPTER XI.—Recovering, Billy dis
was
set
for
$S,000.
Many
said
it
could
covers the package he had picked up is a
Arlena Kossuth will entertain the Sir | an<l Robert Littlefield.
turned.
arleton gave i most interesting ac-. held at the home’of Mr8. Geneva Collanever be raised among so small a num
Jewel case, containing emeralds. Realiz
“Tliis," said her husband, sadly, “Is lala-had Corps of Girl Reserves Tues- i Recently Mrs. Hazel Hutchinson was
atilt of l/ r trip from Rockport lo Fal- rr.ore Jan. 24.
lng they must be part of the loot from
ber
of
people,,
the
population
of
the
pleasantly surprised by the gift of a
Jervaulx, he starts for the abbey. On the tlie most distressing aspect of the lay evening. Feb. 27.
, , ,
town
being
510,
and
only
68
resident
way he meets Aimee. with the police in whole affair."
The Colby Glee Club will give a , cord of wood which means much in ihurch members. On the closing nigh
pursuit. In a secure hiding place, a cave
these
strenuous
times
of
scarcity
of
“I had a long talk with Almee this oncert at Memorial hall on March 22 • fuel. The wood was donated by Mrs cf the campaign,'however, it was an
among the crag pits, Aimee tells him the
whole story. He urges that she make a
morning," said Lady Scroope, “and it ander the auspices of Vinalhaven | Frank Jones and several friends and nounced that not only $8,000 .but mj>re
frank confession to her father, but on re
High School.
than that amount had been given'in
flection both realize Almee's good name isn't a thing we can dismiss lightly,
S. S. John R. Gibltons. Capt. Ira neighbors of *Mrs. Hutchinson, cut and cash and pledges.
has been compromised by her two nights
j
Tony. I know the child better than
fitted
it
at
the
door.
She
deeply
ap

Smith and mate Luther Burns of this
•tay at Ivy cottage.
”$on)tbo<fy said R couldn't be done.
you do." She reflected. “This Bil— own, is loading flour and coal at j preciates theif kindness.
But' he. with a chuckle, replied
CHAPTER XIT—Assuring Almee he this Mr. Spencer appears to be rather
Mobile, Ala. and will sail for South; Mrs. • W. Y. Fossett, entertained Tliat maybe it couldn’t, but he would be one
has a clan to save her. Billy leaves her In
friends
Frida/
«
nipht.
Supper
was
Who wouldn’t say so till he tried.
the cave and, proceeding to Jervaulx. re remarkable.”
America.
So he buckled right in, with a trace of a ^rin
stores the emeralds to the astounded
“If we can trust Almee's account
Saturday evening Mrs. Lora Hardi served, followed by a social evening.
On his face If he worried, he hid it,
Lady Erythca.
James V. C^lderwood died of pneu
said Lord Scroope gloomily. “But—a son entertained the Washington Club monia. February 20. He was the son of He started to sing .is he -tackled the thing
That couldnU be don.*, and he did 'it.
t was the annual installation and these
CHAPTER XIII.—Rejecting any re young man picked up by the wayside,
the late Ariel and Eliza Jane (Vlnal)
ward, after explaining how the emeralds
officers
were
installed:
President,
Mrs
SoiHtbody scoffed, “Oh, you’ll «never do tlin'i
came into his possession. Billy accepts the he added with a bewildered air. “My
At least no one has ever done it ’’
^ora Hardison> vice president, Mrs. Culderw’ood and was bom iri Vinal
position of chauffeur to I^ady Erythea, j dear Delicia—!”
’ he took off hts coat aud he Look off his hat.
OW human it is to be grateful to the defenders of
i
lorence Mullen; secretary. Mrs. Bdith haven 60 yeans ago. He is survived p.uAnd
seeing in the situation a promise of a way
the first thing we knew he'd begun i ;
“He is not English, is he?"
<sur country in time of war. and to give scant ap
out of the embroglio.
Newbert; treasurer, Mrs. Eva B. C by his wife and one daughter. Mrs. With a Ht’i of bis chin, and a bit of a grin.
preciative thought to the soldiers and sailors who serve
“American, I understand. It seems Smith. After these ceremonies re Evelyn Calder wood Glennon who are Without any doubting or quit it,
CHAPTER XIV.—Realizing what her
in time of peace.
father’s visit to Jervaulx would mean, | curious," said Lord Scroope, pensively. freshments were served. The guests' in Florida. Services were held Friday, He stalled to Sing as lie .acaled the thing
That
couldn't
be
thine,
and
he
did
ft.
Almee goes secretly to her home, disables I5 “but I believe he is the first American
present were: Mrs. Scott Littlefield i at the undertaking rooms. Rev. C. H.
the family auto, thus presenting his Jour
A similar attitude is sometimes taken toward the ser
Mrs. Frank Winslow. Mrs. Lafayette: Seliger officiating. Burial was at There are thousands to tell you it cannot bo
ney, and induces a parlormaid to let her I have met."
vices of the funeral director. Yet the very fact that he
Vinal
’
s
cemetery.
done
;
Lake her place at Jervaulx.
is professionally trained, modernly equipped and fully
His wife laid a small white hand od Smith. Mrs. Frank Mullen. Mrs. E. G. i
There arc thousands to prophesy failure;
Carver, Mrs. Leslie Smith. Mrs. Charles
prepared to serve us in the crisis we could in npwise , , .
There are, thousands to point out to you, one
CHAPTER XV,—Alexander recognizes i his shoulder.
by one,
Thomas and Mrs. Alice Strickland.
face without him is in itself a service to us all
Almee as the woman on the motorcycle I
MAT1NICUS
ROCK
“Tony, darling," she said laughing
The
dangers
that
wait
to
assail
you
:
which ran Into the Lambe carriage, de
The following party enjoyed a sleigh
rj
Bu, jus\ buckle in with a bit of a grin.
nouncing her as "Calamity Kate," Geor “you know very little of the world, but
In the time of need he answers every call, no matter
ide to North Haven Sunday, with din
Then take off your coat and go to i»;
gina divulges Aimee's Identity. Hearing i one thing at least you know. You saw
at
what
hour
of
the
day
or
night
it
comes,
no
mat•
bi
Valentines
were
quite
plentiful
on
Jus; start in to sing as you tackle the ihnig
ner at Haven’s Inn: Mr. and Mrs. A.
her story, Alexander consents to keep the ;
ter how far it takes him. to what dangerous or disa
Thai cannot be done and you’ll do it. ’
this man. Is he—a gentleman?”
secret.
(J. Patterson. Mr. and Mrs. diaries the Rock.
greeable tasks it leads him, or what suffering he must
‘
School was closed Fe»b. 22 in honor
The summer of 1921 had also been
Lord Scroope paused.
Chilles, Mr. and Mrs. II. W. Fifleld.
CHAPTER XVT—Alexander finds him
witness and, being human, must share.
of Washington’s birthday.
I lanned for a campaign among the
“Whatever else he may not be, he Mr. and Mrs. 1. W. Fifleld, Mr. and Mrs
self very much in love with Georgina.
W. Sanborn and Mr. and Mrs. F. M.|. Mr. Morong t'he government machin summer folks, but when they saw wh it
Then it is that you find in him a friend and couqsellor,
CHAPTER XVII -The approaching vis- j is that.”
ist is at the station.
had been done by the island people th
and because he has been called so many times into
White.
“I rather gathered it from what 1
It of Alexander's sister, lady Diana (who, I
T Webster an I B. It. Lunt. who have asked to come in and help. For several
homes where sorrow has called first, he under
Leander Smith is very grateful to the
of course, knows Aimee) brings consier- | heard of him.”
stands just what to do in the way that makes
nation to the two girls.
10 men who so kindly shoveled the been working here the past two weeks, years an Episcopal chapel such as is
“But Delicia—”
have completed their work and are found at many summer places along
the last tribute a comforting memory.
snow’ from his wood road of a mile or
CHAPTER XVIII. —Another visitor to
waiting for the government boat to the Maine coast had been agitated, but
The
butler
entered
with
a
card
on
a
Reproduced by permission of The Cincinnati Cofiin Com
Jertaulx is the Vlcomte de Jussac, Di
more, making it possible for him’ to
call.
now,
learning
that
the
Baptists
were
pany from a copyrighted advertisement which appeared in
ana's suitor. Diana recogcizes Aimee and tra.v. Lord Scroope Inspected the card $et out his much needed supply for the
2 he Saturday Evening Tost of March it;np22.
Alexander Saharoff of Cincinnati, O., planning to build at the village, th»
threatens to denounce her.
It bore the namo "Hiram B. Rivington,'
ear. The same men are often thanked i
ram<
hero
or)
the
steamer
Hi'bishis
summer colony decided to give up itheir
CHAPTER XIX. — Interested In the which conveyed nothing to Lord ‘or many kind acts of lending a hand !
BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
i I’eb. 15 and was landed on the back of fot mer idea and co-operate, contrrb-j
Ismbe collection of armor, De Jussac, Scroope Under it, In pencil, were the it the right time.
|:he Rock, where he certainly did a uting the sum tf $17,000 with the tri
Undertakers Since 1349
during the night, tries on a suit. Diana.
A
fine
meeting
of
Betsy
Ross
Corps
Investigating an alleged ghostly appari words, “About Mr. William Spencer.'
NiflM Telephone 781-W liUUKI.ANb. D«y lelephont ,450.
stunt when he had to jump or leap fr »m fierstanding that they were to have the
f
Girl
Reserves
was
held
at
the
home
tion, meets him. He declares his love,
"Is the bearer of this below?” asked
the yawl boat to tbe Rock with quite
and Is accepted. Aimee finds them to
>f Dorothy Thomas Wednesday even- a sea running. Did he make it? Yes. privilege of holding their Episcopal
;■
Lord Scroope.
gether and binds Diana to secrecy con
set vices in the new church on Sunday
Rimamtoiut r.^rder 'JvwtM Coih ^fter A ui u. FT'tune Cod »f iht resuereUion.
ng.
The
iniftation
services
w
’
ore
Used
eerning her affairs.
and
not
evcii
wet
the
sole
of
his
rubMfiiate
rnmhfr
setet<
.
Copyrttailed
iyjj
(
CC».
n'
“Yes, nV lord. He wishes to see vpon Ethel Tolman and Edith Beckmot,lings during the summer season
1 (rs.
CHAPTER XX.—Alexander and Geor
Now that $25,0€G in cash and pi <1 c
your lordship urgently.'
nan.
It
was
voted
to
send
ice
cream
gina become engaged. lady Erythea. be
Wednesday evening, Feb. 14. the fam
Lady Scroope glanced at the card
o two sick members. Elizabeth Guil- I ily got together for a little party just vas available plans could be nuuie in.
lieving Georgina to be Lord Scroope’f
daughter, is delighted.
and suppressed her curiosity nobly.
ord and Pauline Wilson. After re- to keep alive;, played games, enjoyed the new church. Da’and Chandler, r»f
reshments. dancing was enjoyed 'the a light lunch, listened attentively to Allen and Collins, Boston, w;is selected
“I shall leave you to receive this vis
CHAPTER XXI -Billy and Almee reach
as architect, and the building contra
an understanding an to their mutual love
itor, Tony,” she said. “I do not think •emainder of the evening.
p-ano solos by 'lr. Morong and closed was let to O. D. Lermond of North Ha
Recently
Mrs.
Gladys
Bickford witli a g mil old fashioned sing.
Aimee
ought
to
he
left
alone
just
now.
”
ven. work starting the-first of last Sep
CHAPTER XXII.-A Scotland Yard of
lolmes, Dwrchester, Mass., entertained | A very delightful evening was spent
flcla 1 arrives and demands to see Billy
She retired. A very large, clean
tember.
riends including the following from ! ith Keeper and Mrs. V. H. Fernald.
Aimee overhears him. learning Killy’s,
The building when completed will
shaven man with a rectangular jaw Vinalhaven: Walker Fifleld, Ethelyn!
whereabouts, the officer goes after him.
Feb.
22.
First
the
men
had
to
smoke
consist of a main auditorium with a
and thin, humorous lips, was ushered Strickland, Isabel and William Fraser.’
and
when
the
ladies
decided
they
had
CHATTER XXIII.-Billy finds “Jake
seating capacity of 225, a beautiful bap
into the library. He, was attired in Marguerite Coombs. Charles Foster!
the Climber," his leg broken. In the crag
smoked quit'* enough they rallied forth tistry, a pastor’s study and one other
pits. He hears the thief's story and has
roomy gray tweeds, his eye twinkled tnd Douglas- Littlefield.
io
li.lorm
thejrn
of
the
fact
only
to
be
room that can be used for classes and
a feeling of something like sympathy
Town meeting will be held Monday. driven back by the rush o-f smoke. Talk
faintly, and there was something com
"Jake" is arrested and the police search
other meetings of the church. Up to
March 5 in Memorial hall. Dinner will about gossiping, those men used up an
pelling about his presence.
for "Calamity Kate."
date heating and lighting systems will
>e
served
in
t'he
G.
A.
R.
rooms
below
hour.
It
was
then
decided
to
play
“Lord Scroope?" he inquired, bowing
•I e installed and other modern. con
CHAPTER XXIV -Aimee. hastening ti
»y the Ladies Auxiliary.
gomes.
Poollwis
rriuch
enjoyed
there
courteously. "It's very good of you to
veniences secured. Every effort is be
the crag pits to warn Billy of his dancer,
The annual meeting of the Washingmeets "Kate" and, touched by the girl's
receive a stranger. 1 thought that my on Club was held Thursday, Feb. 22 being several crack players in the ing made to appeal to the eye of t'he
devotion to her husband, allows the worn
ti cud Ice c ream and cake were served people as well as to the heart and mind
nephew, William Spencer, would be it the homt,* of Mr. and Mrs. George
an to escape on the Sphinx.
and the party broke up at the midnight Behind the pulpit platform there has
here. lie promised me to arrive about Newbert. It was a delicious supper hour.
CHAPTER
XXV.-The capture of
been built a little room for a sanctuary
"Jake” of course clears Billy of connec now. I guess it's something big that’s the table most bountifully laden with |
for the Episcopal service.. When not in
tion with the Jervaulx robbery. But they delayed him.”
miniature of George Washington foi
use this room is closed by means of
•re not yet "out of the woods."
10 It's the simplest thing in the
“Is Mr. Spencer your nephew?” said i center piece, the favors being small
< urtains. The building is boarded in
hatchets.
Victrola selections and world to use Hyomei and end catarrh. and shingling abcut finished, and it is
Begun in January 25th issue, Back Lord Scroope guardedly.
numbers can be supplied.
"That is so. You know him, 1 nusic on the piano by Mrs. Marion Breathe the medication through the hoped that it will be completed in the
Littlefield
furnished
entertainment. little inhaler in every outfit and you early summer.
think."
CHAPTER XXVI—Continued.
Those present were: Mr. and Mrs". will get relief at once. Money back if
“It Is hardly the word. I know less Leslie Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Charles it fails. All druggists.—adv.
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@1RTHMORE BUTTERMILK

“Keep right away through the part
here to the north gates.” said Billy
pointing, "and drive like h—11.”
The bishop's chauffeur gave a slight
start, and let in ihe clutch.
"Billy!" gasped Aimee, turning to
ward 1dm ns the motor slid by.
Billy stood to attention and gravely
touched the peak of his cap. He
watched the automobile disappear at a
most uuepiseopal pace down the hack
drive.
When It was out of sight, Billy
walked very slowly to Ids quarters over
the garage.
CHAPTER XXVII

Who’s Who.
"We won't scold her any more to
day, Tony dear,” said Lady Scroope,
with the daintiest note of pleading in
her voice, "will we?. This extremely
naughty child. She has had a rough

time.?------ -

than nothing of him. Mr. Rivington.
"Correct. He feels, and so do I, tliai
a proper explanation is due to you
Lord Scroope. I don't know the wlioh
story, but circumstances have impelled
William, by no choice of his own, tc
break into the society of Eastshirc
county In a way that would probablj
be called unusual down here. He camt
to London and consulted me last night
He was very much distressed—whicl
isn't usual with him. It's only fair t<
William that his credentials should b<
presented, and I think I’m the man t<
do it. I should like, Lord Scroope, tf
tell about Billy.'
Lord Scroope stiffened. But then
was an uncommon dignity in Mr. Rlv
ington; there was also, something re
markably likable about him. He ap
peared to have very strongly the Speu
cer gift of attraction. _
(To be continued)

I

QBABY
aqv

NORTH WASHINGTON

Fred Hannon lias i."iigiii some imn
her of the Evan» lot and is rutting it
and will haul it to South Liberty.
Ko.v Lenfent is hauling lumber from
the Evans lot to Burkettviile Tor VV.
W. Light.
Milton Edgar, the infant son of Mr.
r.nd.Mrs. Harry Lenfest, died last Tues
day night.
F. W. Cunningham is cutting and
hauling to South Liberty mill a quan
tity of shingle lumber.

LOWER SUNSET

100 IK M*'

a

••

fKTHMORC

BUTTERMILK

>/or fntky Chick f ms Punts
Or<n >i"<f

-e- »•» 15 'f"t.
tt fit
-..F.h'.'l Mwi-.-r.He'.V,

ruiri/
CHICK

FOOD

should be given to baby chicks 46 hours after hatch
ing. It is easily -digested and proves ihe necessary
nourishment to make them strong and healthy and
keep them active and vigorous through the early
flapg?r period. ,
,

WIRTHMORE Buttermilk Baby Chtcltjood is
a New England product—designed and prepared
from tested formulas, to meet the conditions and re
quirements of New England poultrymen. Its use
will positively increase vitality and decrease mortality
in your flock.

Kusx 1 Watts of Stonington was Hie

H ’rilc for FREE tVirlhmore Egg Record .Ttook-

guest of Mr. and Mrs.. Walter Small
Tuesday.
Miss Marion Cole spent Saturday
with Miss Bertha L. Small.
Peter Gray called on friends in this
place Sunday.
Roscoe S. Powers was in Stonington
Thursday.
, Mr. Raymond was the guest of his
sister, Mrs. Bina Watts Sunday.

Filled from cover lo cover with helpful infortnation for profit*

able poultry raising.

Chas. M. Cox Co., Wholesale’Distributors, Boston
St. Albans Grain Co., Mbs., St Albans, Vt-

ONF QUALITY ONLY-THE BEST

*I

Every-Other-Day

Rockland .Courier-Gazette, Tuesday. February 27, 1923.
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has $18,970 29 on deposit and drawing interest, to

ANNUAL REPORTS OF CITY OF ROCKLAND
.1*
It,

REPORT OF CITY MARSHAL

2J

D. M. VIRGIN,

Examined and approved: City Auditor,

''

for the municipal year ending February 12, 1923,
'

REVENUE ACCOUNT

■- >

• ••

BALANCE SHEET
-■

■

■ '

-•

Recapitulation of' Overdrafts, Unexpended Balances

-

r

v

Assets

Cash
Trust Funds, Cash and Investments
Accounts Receivable
Due from State:
6 •
$203
Mothers. Aid
27
State Pension
,28
State Paupers
425
National Guard

t

Debits
City Lighting Fund
$285 19
Election and Registration Fund 79 46
Fire Dept. Fund
363 54
Highway Fund
7,143 43
Insurance Fund
109 33
Interest Fund
302 77
New Street Sprinkler
27
National Guard
187 34
I’aupcr Fund
1,325 19
Police Fund
. 345 53
Permanent Improvement
Fund
1,087 70
Repairs School Houses
1,150 66
Removing Snow Fund
7,390 32
School Supply Fund
574 99
Fund 529 78

59
00
00
00

25
50
15
89
54

i

42
15
53
63

Total Overdrafts

$25,435 43
Less Reserve for
Uncollectable
taxes and
tax
$15,739 86 >
titles
♦Interest and Costs
1,978 53
Tax Titles
331 76
Overlay 1913 .
976 50
Overlay 1914
1,495 15
Overlay, 1915
Overlay i9l6
2,090 89
2,554 85 $25,167 54
Overlay 1917
.■ I ■ ■I . I
: ■k
.
$3,521 65
Taxes 1918
1,380 67
Less, Overlay
.

»«■« • • •

•

2,140 98

$6,780 71
2,086 12

Taxes 1920
Less, Overlay
«*m<- .

;

$4,487 52
4,487,52

Taxes -1919
Less, Overlay

v

i

-,

ft' •
$11,739 49
5,679 19

Taxes 1921
Less, Overlay

4,694 59

$34,595 17
5,544 27

Taxes 1922
Less, Overlay
* •** '"**
Uncollected Sewer Assess
ments
Less, Reserve for same

$1,036 02
988 52

29,050 90
$4,622 25
4,622 25

REPORT OF CITY CLERK

February 13, 1922, to February 12, 1923.

Debit
Dug Taxes,
Marriage Intentions,
Mortgages,
Certificates of Births. Marriages and Deaths,
Notes.
leases and Contracts,
Permits,
Licenses,
Sewers,
Miscellaneous Fees,

2,438
1,000
2,058
1,175

Suspense
Bird & Coakley Property
New Street Sprinkler
New Fire Alarm

Eastern Standard Tin.e
TwTins Le*vk Rocklano ron

r1

Common School ....................
Contingent ..............................
Election and Registration
Fire Department ..................
Fire Alarm and Bell .........

Purchase Fire

Public

16,775 50

$1,100 00

State Road

D. M. VIRGIN

Available
$ 700 00
.. 11,000 00
. 35,241 99
.. 6,750 20
.. 2,000 00
.. 1,520 61
502 25
.. 2,202 00
.. 16,125 92
.. 20,005 00
400 00
.. 2,200 00
. 16,000 00
.. 5,271 55
275 00
300 00
4,375 76
. 5,000 00
.. 2.058 00
.. 1,000 00
600 00
.. 3,500 00
.. 1,350 00
725 00
.. 11,074 68
. 2,134 40
. 3,076 89
300 00
4,629 77
. 4,784 41
... 1.612 63
... 3,745 00
... 33,714 00
265 20
... 2,021 30
... 3,528 04
... 1,275 00
... 5,000 00
... 5,917 53

Expended
$ 101 80
*11,285 19
33,151 25
4,635 95
2,079 46
1,884 15
467 97
1,929 24
23,269 35
18,817 14
393 75
2,309 33
16.302 77
3,664 03
190 55
300 00
4,339 22
5,000 00
2,058 27
1,000 00
600 00
3,500 00
1,350 00
912 34
12,399 87
2,479 93
4,164 59
141 40
5,780 43
12,174 73
2,142 41
3,593 47
33,706 34
265 20
1,445 63
4,103 03
1,275 00
5,902 54

5,000 00
14 99

$222,182 13

$229,116 33

$13,941 30

$ 598 20
$ 285 19
2,090 74
2,114 25
79 46
363 54

34 28
272 76
7,143 43

1,187 86
6 25
109 33
302 77

27

187
1,325
345
1,087

34
19
53
70

158 60

151 53
7 66
575 67

Leave Rockland Wednesdays al 5 A M for
North Haven Stonington. South weal llarhor,
Northeast Harbor, Seal Harbor, due Bar Har
bor II A. M.
Kciurn Leatve Bar Harbor Thursdays st 8 00
574 99 A. M for Rockland and way landings.
BLUE HILL LINE
Leave RockL'ind Saturdays al 5 A to tor
Dark Harbor, BgRemoggin. South Brookeville
Surgentvllle. Deer Isle, Brooklln. South Bluehill. due Bltiehill 11.45 A M
Return Leave Bluehill Mondays at 8 00 A.
$20,875 50
M. for Rockland and way landings
At Huston connet•:ion is in;id« via the Met
ropolitan Line express freight steamers for
New York anil points South and West.
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE

Be Thrifhj

Portland-New York Freight Service

Direct Freight Service between Portland sod
New York is resumed from the New Slate
Pier, Portland, Mt

Net City Debt Balancing Ac
count: Feb. 13, 1922
$331,501 42
Add, balance from Revenue
Acct. Feb.-12, ’23
4,100 00

$250,589 47

Collected year 1922-23,
Collected prior.
Abated by the assessors.

Balance uncollected.

.

. >■.,
••• SchooF Funds:
Common -Schools
Free Text- Books
Conveyance "
High School
Industrial Education

$258,050
62,110
48,400
4,233

00
48
00
28

50
16
89
10

'f

5,165 13
150 08
25 00

Trust Funds
12,233
5,000
2,000
1,411

00
00
00
95

Special Furiti New High School
Fred Bramhall Fund
Reserve for Water Supply
ITS • “
,
>' . -n

-

20,644
18,970
234
’
212

95
29
25
68

1
$421,285 79

- Taxes Paid State and County

Amount of State Tax
'Amount of County Tax

VINALHAVEN,

CAMDEN,

Amount received from Tax Collector:
Taxes 1922
$211,145 25
19,473 01
Back Taxes
1,395 60
Interest on Taxes

expended balances of school funds are carried for

407
Hour.. 9 to
Residence. 21
Office

YOUR INCOME TAX RETURNS

V •

$3,500
350
226
35
1,000

Vou may find some question you wish to ask.

00
00
00
00
00

Office: VINAL BLOCK, THOMASTON

freely.

Telephones: Residence. 41-4: Office 149

4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts
V

$226 00
649 41

2.703 00

••

$557
62
36
107
230
197
6
12

r

FRANK H. INGRAHAM

40
94
88
00
75

Telephones—Office 468.

ASSETS. 1>E< . 31. 1322
lb a I Estate .................................. $ 653 127
22.K5H.317
11.776,130
586,806
.Manta
’
BalamiS;
........................
30,015
House 603-W Inttteal and Kents* .....................
1.1*38.560
All other Aaaela..........................
7,21 L246

You Know What You Are Doing.

$1,211 25

$5,153 66

$

$

7 13

13 54
273 50

COMPLEE
DRUG
AND
SUNDRY
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTFNTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DE
VELOPING.
PRINTING
ANO
EN
LARGING.

Other People Nay Not

TeO Them Through an Advertue*
ment In Thi« Paper.

370 Main St.. Rockland. Me.

CONNECTICUT GENERAL LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY
61 Pearl Street. Hartford. Conn.

SPECIALTY; PROBATE PRACTICE Mortgage Loans ..........................
Stocks and Bonds*........................
431 MAIN St, ROCKLAND, ME.
(’fall in Office anil Bank...........

10

W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.

JOHNSTON’SDRUGSTORE

24-30

Rockland, Maine

Attorney at Lav

Cl
67

T-S

The Rockland National Bank

$1,250 00
1.039 00
416 00

,

Office Hours: I to 3 and 7 to 9 P. M
Residence until 9 A. M. and by Appointment

We shall be pleased to have you eonsult us
6.111 03
$5,160 79

MAIN STREET
12 A. M : I to 5 P. M.
Fulton Street. Tel. 391-J
Telephone 493-W

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.

Bring it to uS.

I wish to call your attention to the fact that all un

ward, also to the fact that the City of Rockland now
s’

36 UNION STREET. ROCKLAND. MAINE
HOURS: 9:00 A. M. TO 4:00 P. M.
EVENINGS A SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT

IN PREPARING

$875 41
362 00

Balance on hand.
In addition to above balance 00 liand:
E. A. Jones Clock Fund, North National Bank,
George Warren Smith Fund, Security Trust Co.,

WARREN

Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions, Etc.

$49 76

George Warren. Smith Trust Fund.
Other funds.

Total disbursements.

Osteopathic Physicians

UNION.

H. V. TWEED1E, M. D.

Books—

$232,013 76

Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBeath

Telephone 138

Disbursements

Other Expends—
Fuel,
Repairs,
Telephone.
Supplies.
Mowing lawn, shoveling snow, etc.,
Light.
P. O. box rent.
Miscellaneous, expense lo Lewiston,

Professional & Business Cards

ROCKLAND, ME.

t •
5.

Janltur,

$39:796 83
11,816 12

Leaves Swan’s Island daily except Bundays
it 5 36 A. M for Stonington, North Haven,
Vinalhaven and Rockland
Returning leaves Roiklaml at 1.30 P M . for
Vinalhaven. North Haven, Stoninglon, Aud
Swan’s Island.
W. S WHITE,
General Manager »
Rockland. Maine, Jan’y 6. 1923

Security Trust Company
01
25
50
76

February 13, 1922, to February 12, 1923.

Table and Chairs,
Salaries—
Librarian,
Assistants,

WINTER ARRANGEMENT
(Subject to change without notice)
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. MONDAY. JAN. R. 1973

in a Trust Company, as the State Law
requires us to hold in separate reserve
$1.00 worth of assets as security for
every $1.00 of Savings Deposits.

Add. Collections, 1922-23,
Interest on taxes collected.
*T«tal amouht collected and paid to City Treasurer,
Supplementary: 1921. $275.40; 1920. ,$140.00.
Abatement® by-Ihe Assessors and Finance Committee
1921-,- $ 1.509.36; 1920.
$1,$36.13; 1919, $1,499.08: 1918, $1,549.02; 1917, $1,729.24 1916, $1,76(1.13: 1915,
$1,4.13.771 1914; $1,183.20; 1912, $1,767.07; 1911,
1!
$784.67; 1910, $583.00; 1909. $406.78.

Receipts
Balance from 1921-22,
City of Rockland appropriation.
State of Maine,
George Warren Smith Trust Fund,
Interest on Mary A. Titeornb Trust Fund,
Martha S. Bartlett, Librarian,
Total receipts.

The direct route between
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN.
STONINGTON ANO SWAN’S ISLAND

YOUR SAVINGS ARE
PROTECTED

REPORT OF TREASURER OF PUBLIC LIBRARY

Trust Funds, unsettled accts.
Sea View Cemetery

Cemetery Perpetual Care
Churches
Highway
Library
/

12
92
22
17
69
04
85
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

$19,473
211,145
1.395
$232,013

I

74
76
25
86
52

$13,511
4.576
801
194
122
123
92
31
6
3
2
3
3
3

Vinalhaven & Rockland
,
Steamboat Co.

in INTEREST has been paid by this
institution to the people of Knox
County during the past nineteen
years.

Back Taxei Collected

1921,
1920,
1919.
1919,
1917,
1916.
1915.
1914,
1912.
1911,
1910.
1892.
1891.
1890,

3,089 65

) •
2,090
272
i 6
1,187
1,607

$744,490.24

$34,595 17

$421,285 79

Liabilities
6’,
Bonds outstanding
Certificates of Deposit
Temporary Loans
Notes Payable
Interest Accrued:
Mun icipal Coupons
$814
Temporary Loans
453
Certificates of Deposit
1,287
534
Perpetual Care Trust, Fund

211.145 25
3 00
4.846 05
215.994 30

335,601 42

Through rates and direct track conneotloM
with Maine Central and Grand Trunk Rail
roads
F. S SHERMAN. Supt , Rockland. Maine.
R. S SHERMAN. Agent. Rockland. Maine

Did you ever hear of anybody retiring
on the money they had spent?

$248,294 73
2.294 74

Original coiiintitment,
Supplementary commitment.

BANGOR LINE—WINTER SCHEDULE
STEAMSHIP BELFAST
Leave Rockland Mondays and Thursdays at
B.oo P \l for Boston.
Return—Leave Boston Tuesdays and Fridays
a I 5.00 P M Leave Rockland Wedneadaya and
Saturdays at 5 00 A M : Camden 5 43 A M.;
Belfast 7 15 A M. . Bucksport 9 00 A M;
due Winterport 9.30 A M
Return -Leave Winterport Mondays and
Thursdays at 10 00 A M for Bos'or and way
landings, due tho following morning about
7.00 A. M

1,150 66
7,390 32 MT. DESERT A BLUCHILL LINE8
529 78
BAR HARBOR LINE

February 13, 1922, to February 12. 1923.

Total Assets

Bingor. A§7 (Ml a. in. 17.30a.m.. ll.10p.ni.
Bath A|7.00 a. 111.. |7.3O a 111.. fl.10 p in..
t5 30 p. ni.
Breton A 57.00 a. in, 17.30 nni. tl. 10 p. nt.
Brunswick A §7.00 a. in.. 17.30 a. m.. fl.10
p. m . 15 30 p. in..
Lewiston. A 57 00 a. in.. 17.30 a.in.. 11 10 p in.
New York 11 10 p. in.
Portland. A§7.00 a. in , 17.30a. in.. 11.10 p. in..
15 30 p n:.
Waterville A|7.00a m.. 17.30a.m. fl IOp.ni.
Woolwich. 57.00 a. in.. 17.30 u. in., tl.10p.tn.,
t3.30 p. m.
,
1 Daily, except Sunday.
5 Sunday only.
A Passengers provide own ferriage between Wool
wich and Bath.
D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. 1.. HARRIS.
0-24-22 V. P. & Gen 1 Mgr. Gcu'l Passenger Agu

Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.

36 54

Stevens, Feb. 19, 1923.
REPORT OF TAX COLLECTOR

I

SLRVICE TEMPORARILY SUSPENDED
OWING TO ICE CONDITIONS

1,607 52
84 45

.

i

F Augti' 4a, A{7.00 a. m. 17.30 a.m., 11.10 p. in.

Examined and approved by City Auditor John 0.

$85,684 37

• • 0 «

$400 10
102 00
60 9 9
33 «0
9 75
42 in
33 25
371 60
745 nu
57 05
------------------

CONDITION OF FUNDS FEBRUARY 12, 1923

City Treasurer

00
00
28
00

During a gale of Feb 14, the school)Franconia, from Parrsboro, N. S., for
$2,024 54 Fall River, with lumfber, while anchoicd off Plymouth, Mass., dragged
ashore on Dick’s Flats. The hartyor is
foil of iee, but as soon as conditions
permit, the Merritt-Chapman & Scott
Wrecking Co., will try to float he»*.
Captain and crew were taken off by
the Curacy Coast Guard.

Steamer Carisco, formerly owned by
Ihe Caribbean Sea Navigation Co., and
bought by tho Burton S. S. Co. of Bos
ton, arrived at Boston Feb. 23 from
New York, with merchandise for Pro lor Gamble Co. This ship, built of
steel, and about 1.000 gross tons, was
bought to ply between New York, Bos
ton and Maine coast ports, to replace
the steamship Mohawk which was
$1,854 87 wrecked in the tall of 1922. Charles E.
Herby, a well known former Rockland
Credit
By Cush paid City Treasurer,
$1,854 87 hoy, is assistant general manager for
I have examined and approved the accounts of the City Marshal, City Clerk, the Burton Steamship Co., owners of
the above named boat.
Tax Collector, Treasurer of Public Library above.
JOHN O. STEVENS,
City Auditor.
CENTRAL RAILROAD ,
I MAINE
MAI

Respectfully submitted
-

Si earner ftoseway, fornlerly a beam
165 t'’.«wler, is being reconditioned and a
Scotch boiler installed at the Murray
Engineering Co.’s plant. East Boston.
It is the 'intention of the owners to
lace this boat on the Boston and New
$2,021 51 York run.

• ♦ ♦ ♦

Have given night lodgipg to 778 persons.
The patrolmen have found 100 store doors unlocked to date.

Total Unexpended Balances and
Miscellaneous Revenue
Debit Balance carried to Net
City Debt Balancing Account
Ffeb. 12, 1923

6,060 30

♦ • • •

Casli Paid—
Walter H. Butler, Recorder,
D. M. Virgin, City Treasurer,

Board of Health Fund
$598 20
Contingent Fund
2,114 25
Reduction City Debt Fund
5,000 00
Fire Alarm & Bell Fund
34 28
Memorial Day Fund
84 45
Mothers Aid Fund
36 54
Public Landing Fund
158 60
Sewfer Fund
151 53
SdlAry Fund
7 66
Bidewalks Fund
575 67
Water Supply Fund
14 99
Auto Fines, from Walter II.
Butler, Recorder
16 00
Interest on Taxes
1,395 50
City Licenses & Fees $1,109 87
< *•
Less, Dog Taxes paid
State
355 00
----------------- 754 87
County Fees
354 12
Tax on Bank Stock,from State 4,364 89
R. R. Telephone Tax
1,-113 95

$267 89

• • • •

14
Sehr. Gardner G. Deering, Hall, after
15 i.viiig 17 days at Boston, waiting iberth
4 to discharge he.- cargo of coal from
1 Norfolk, sailed Feb. 17 for Norfolk.
42
♦ 0 0 0
1 Sehr. Gold Hunter, which sailed abiut
1 s.x weeks ago 'from Lynn, Mass., for
4 I ini Linville, to load box-boards for
1 Lynn, is frozen in at Gloucester, Mass.

$1,036 02
354 12
634 40

Credits

t

so

Cash Received—
Police Court.
County Fees,
Police Fund,

$20,875 50

341 37

1913

»- ’

and Miscellaneous Revenue
’ ’ '
}
.

. .I-' ‘

$6,127 35
28,715 24
1,212 25

•1* «

$743 59

Uncollected Taxes:
1913
$4,336
1914 .
976
1915
1,495
1916 .
2,090
1917
3,076
Unredeemed Tax Titles:
1909 and prior
12,012
1910
279
1911
579
1912
” ‘
247

O.

John

Stevens, February 19, 1923.

Gentlemen: I herewith submit the following report
.

Total number of arrests,
Intoxication,
Assault,
Larceny,
Non-sUpport,
Breaking, entering and larceny,
Traffic violation.
Vicious dog.
Reckless driving uf auto,
Trespassing,
Assault with Intent to kill,
Neglect ot minor child,

City Treasurer

To the Honorable Mayor and the City Council of the
• City of Rockland:

Svlii*. Marguerite. Calor, is closed to
for Boston.
147 load lumber at Machias
• • • •
IX
S< hr. Annie M. Preble, M'-Inlyi «•,
New York for Islesboro, with coal, is
165 frozen in at Gloucester.

Arrests—
Male.
Female.

Respectfully submitted

- -‘J
REPORT OP CITY TREASURER

VESSEL NOTES

February 13, 1922, to February 12, 1923.

wards a New High School Building.

(boss Aaaa’.g ............................ $41,250,133
Deduct itema not admitted..........
31,433
Admitted ................................... $44,218,694
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1922
Net to ini id Losses............. ... $ 261.478
Unearned Premiums
.............
71.324
All other Liabilities........ /........ 40,301.627
Cash Capital ..............................
l.ooo.ono
Surplus over .til Liabilities........
2,581.264

2H
li
oo
73
18
53
40

GEORGE W. FOSTER
Dealer in Pianos
Fine Tuning
75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M.

ARTHUR L. ORNE
Insurance

26
Succcs.or to A. J. Er.kine A Co.
2»i
00 417 MAIN ST. - - ROCKLAND, ME.

00
72
16
00
12

EDWARD K. GOULD
Attorney at Law

Total Liabilities andSurplus .. . $44,218,694 00
22-T-28
cop. TILLSON AVE. and MAIN ST.

i -r

THOMASTON
Mrs. Clara l-'arrlngton left Saturday
morning for Boston, where the will
visit relatives for a few weeks.
Miss Annie Shrader, who has been
spending the past two weeks in town,
returned Saturday to Beverly, Mats.
Miss Frances L. Boardman spent .he
weekend in Portland.
Miss Margaret Young is visiting in
Boston for a week.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Brown of Rock
land •were Sunday guests of Mrs. Roy
Dolham
John L. Payson of Wollaston, Mass.,
lias been a guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. L.
Payson.
William Howard of Somerville, Mass.,
spoilt the weekend with his family.
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Maxey have
moved into one of the prison tene
ments.
Mrs. Daniel Winchenbach of Waldo
boro was a recent guest of Mrs. Wil
liam Bclaseo.
Mrs. Earle F. Wilson spent the week
end with her mother. Mrs. Sarah
Jacobs.
Mrs. E. W. Boyer of Waterville ar
rived Monday and is a guest of Mrs.
Cora Cushing.
The World Wide Guild will meet
with Miss Helen Studley Friday even
ing.
Mr. and Mrs. George II. Gardiner are
in Portland to attend the Kreisier con
cert.
Mrs. Jennie Stearns of Camden spent
the weekend with Mrs. Lawrence Dunn.
Mrs. Leslie Clark and son of Port
land are guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
Clark.
Fred Berry of Portland was in town
recently.
Mrs. Edward Andrews has returned
front Portland.
Miss Sylvia Thomas of Auburn
spent the weekend with Mrs William
Nowbert.
Miss Maud Lermond and William
Whitney of Plymouth are ;quests of
Oliver G. Lermond.

aid
£ weets

HERE!

“Good Goods Come
*

S&H

Dealer

Scarcity and Present Price Said
To Be Due To Lack of
I ransportation^Facilitics.

PATENTED
Will do anything any other brooder will do regardless of price, and do it
better. You know what a good brooder ought to be and do. Juat put that
on paper and we will sign it and give you the brooder on thirty days' trial.
If it doesn't come up to every claim we make, you get your money back

Public interest was centered about
sugar again Ibis week, with a dull,
sickening, sinking feeling in the region
of the pockeUiook. The price has
jumiK-d to 12 cents and in some cases
15 cents a |>ound where the commodity
is available at all. A local wholesaler
was not particulary pessimistic about
the matter, feeling that the situation
would improve with the coming of
normal transportation, and that sugar
would be available—if one could pay
the price. If the consumption of the
country had continued as- last year
there might have been a slight short
age in August before the new crop
came in. but the present jump in price
will so reduce consumption that
little shortage may be expected.
Transiiortation on the Roston -AMaine has so far broken down that in
place of 40 or 50 ears leaving Boston
daily only three or four leave the re
fineries. The l-eflneries themselves
have plenty of sugar on hand if they
could only get it to their customers
With the resumption of full service,
conditions as far as supply goes will
improve. The price is a different
proposition for it is controlled by the
Cuban raw. sugar operators and they
have chosen to boost. When business
was bad the government had to sub
sidize these growers and with high
prices and good crops they control the
supply and incidentally the price. At
least these1 were the wholesalers senti
ments.

without argument.

The High School seniors gave a dance
Friday night at grange hall. A line or
der of dances was enjoyed, after whirl,
the pupils served a delicious lunch.
Evening Star grange met in regulai
session Feb. 24. The third and fourth
degrees were conferred and there wa:
about 35 present. A short progran
was enjoyed after which there was a
o.scussion on ways and means for somt
necessary repairs on the building.
Fcrcival Pierpont has returned t<
Colby College after visiting his hom<
lien for several days.
Marcia Hatch who is teaching in Sebago is homo for the spring vacation.
Leland Johnston and Zebra Crookei
were in Boston last week on a busines:
trip
Emma Johnston of Hartford. Conn.,
is visiting her mother, Mrs. Ella John
ston.
Burnell Overlook of tile M. C. I., witl
liis sister, Mrs. Josie Finley, who it
stopping in Augusta this winter, visited
their parents over the weekend.
h. A. Vanner of Boston was visiting
his old hotnc at Itazorville last week.
Mrs. A. O. Sherman has been visit
ing in Boston the past week.

LABOR CONGRATULATES

Winchenbach.

C. Frank Jackson spent a few days |
with her parents at Jefferson.
Virgil and Elsie Winchenbach of the
village are visiting their grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. O. J. Studley.
Charles Marden had the misfortune
to loose 32 hens and two roosters on
idav night, having died from suf
focation from smoke caused by ashes
which during the day before he had
arried into the pen. He thought all
langer from tire was over having had
the ashes exposed to the air for two
lays previous. His neighbors noticing
smoke coming out of his hen house ran
and warned him of the danger. Tile
lire had burned through the floor but
•outside of loosing his hens no other
serious damage was done.
Bad colds and grippe are prevalent
n this section.
Mrs. Jennie Simmons who has been
• isiting her daughter, Mis. Frank
Pitcher, returned Thursday to her
work at the village.
Mrs. Herbert Oldis, who is wintering
n Punta Gorda. Fla., writes It has
been very cold there (for that climate),
the coldest that has been known for
years. Their cucumbers which • they
danttd the first of January are nearly
i inches high now. and if frosts hold
off will have a good crop, as they have
in acre planted.
Roland Studley is visiting Morris
Borrentan.
Karl Pitcher spent tile weekend
vith his grandmother at the village.

Qividand* Of Patronage Assured to
Strand Theatre From Ranks Of Or
ganized Labor.'
Tile following self-explanatory letter
lias been received by Manager Dondis
of the Strand Theatre:
• * • •
It is with extreme gratification that
the members of Organized Ijibor of
Rockland extend to you heartiest con
gratulation upon the opening of your
new theatre. It is doubly pleasing to
note that ypu placed the construction
work Joeally, and that local skilled la
bor fins employed. This is such a
practical application of the Trade at
Home principle that it has been of
great benefit to the entire city, and you
may be assured that dividends of pat
ronage will come to you from the rank-of Organized Labor. who so appreciate
your action. You are free to use this
letter in any way.
Yours very truly,
Ivan A. Trueworthy. Pres. Painters'
I.

ii. No. 212; C. It. Richardson. V. I'.

Masons’ Local No. 3: Arthur Titus.
Pres. C. M. J. N. laical No. 273; W.
ii
Maxey, President Carpenters'
Union No. 1066.

Altogether Too Often.
Before marriage a man is willing
to admit that he is unworthy of his
wife, but after marriage lie acts as
though he had sacrificed himself.—
Chicago Daily News.

Would you eat a Green Banana or Green Orange
and call it good? Hardly!
Then why expect good coffee UNLESS the coffee
berries used arc thoroughly ripened and aged.

REACH—DEER ISLE
Miss Einiiy Lowe, who lias been vis

COFFEE

Ring her aunl. Mrs. B. T. Lowe, ha

returned lo her home at North Deei
Isle.
Albert Robinson, who spent tin
weekend with his mother. Mrs. Leste
Gray, has returned home, going on
skiis.
Mrs. Charles Stanley and daughtei,
Gertrude are visiting their grandmothei. Mrs. Jane Gray.
Most of the boys have their wood eul
mid hauled, hauling it most the way or
the ice.
Mr. and Mrs. King Annis and daugh
ter Bessie have been visiting relatives
on Little Deer Isle
Joshua Dunbar is hauling wood foi
Moody Eaton.
Eddie L. Bray of Deer Isle has pur
chased an iec plow with all of its equip
ment Of D. W. Torrey and is going to
liarvest ills ice.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Johnson of Ston
ington visited Mrs. Johnson’s parents.
■Mr. and Mrs. Levi Knight this week.
Miss Gertrude Lowe. who has been
ill with a cold, has returned to her
school at Deer Isle.

Whale Meat Is Jap Delicacy.
The Jopanese consider salted whale
meat a delicacy. The whales are
caught off the coast of Korea and
the flesh and blubber are cut up and
sent to Japan for sale as food.
IP.n't fliiiik li.it eiui inn nt ) mi’s can’t bq
cured ,T»k« Hood's Sarsrpsrilla -i’.s vii.uc
its power to cure — adv

is made of thoroughly ripened berries expertly roasted
(823)

PLEASE REMEMBER

T

HAT Dividends are declared by this bank in

March and September of each year.

Deposits

made on or before the ,

FIRST DAY OF MARCH
Will draw interest from that date for the full
dividend period

THOMASTON SAVINGS BANK
Thomaston, Maine
LEVI SEAVEY, President.

J. WALTER STROCT, Treasurer

SAFE DEPOSIT VAULT IN CONNECTION WITH THE BANK
20-25

WIRELESS SUPPLIES

THOMASTON, MAINE
Tn&S-tf

STANDARD

A birthday party was given in Rock
land Saturday for Mrs. Annie Wasgatt
r a number of her friends. They att-tided Hie new Strand theatre in the
fternoon, took supper at the Brook
side Lunch, and attended a dance in
Hie evening. The supper menu con
sisted of grapefruit with cherries, fried
chicken, French fried potatoes, fruit
aiad. fancy cookies, birthday cake and
?(flre. Mrs. Wasgatt received a immler of nice presents. Those present
were Mrs. Edgar Whitmore, Mrs. Ida
Page, Mrs. Aubrey Ileal, Margaret
Blackington. Mrs. C. I. Lincoln and son
Mrs. Elmer Drinkwater. Letty Lewis
ind Mrs. Annie Wasgatt, all of Cam
den and Mrs. Louise Dunbar of Rock
land.
Ralph E. Thomas of Camden, a sen
ior at the University of Maine, reently received the honor of being
•lifted as delegate from Alpha Delta
Chapter of Phi Kappa Sigma frater
nity, of which he is a member, to the
initiation held by Alpha Mu Chapter
qt the Massachusetts Institute of Tech
nology. Mr. Thomas left for Boston
Feb. 23, and returned to Orono the fol
lowing Monday after having been royilly entertained during his visit by the
M. I. T. members of the fraternity.

WASHINGTON

ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
SUPPLIES

Self-feeding, self-regulating, everlasting.
Broods 100 to 1000 chicks at a guar,
anteed cost of less than 6 cents a day
Used by over 10,000 big and little
breeders. The

SUGAR S BIG JUMP

A limited quantity of winter gar
ments are being sold at reduced prices
at the Davis Garment Store, corner of
Main and Elm streets, Rockland. Some
exceptional bargains in goats.
22-tf

WALL PAPER

On the greatest, most practical
coal-burning brooder ever made.

CAMDEN

The Pillsbury "Change of Manage
ment" sale is still on.

WATCHMAKER and JEWELER

k-'.'
lid

2323

Look for tHe

WANTED
to sxchsnge new furniture for your old. We must keep our second
hand department filled, and are willing to exchange new modern
furniture for your old; also ranges and musical instruments.

V. F. STUDLEY
279-285 MAIN STREET

M-tf

ever, who shall have filed nomination *
SOLD EVERYWHCkE
papers with the Secretary of State on
or before the first Monday in May. may
also have his name placed on the prli mnry ballot.
No nomination papers
j shall be signed before the first day of
BAKING POWDER
March and with such nomination pa
pers there shall also be filed the con
ypu use /ess
I
sent ill writing of such persons pro
posed, and they shall agree not to with
draw.
The third Monday in June shall be
i known as primary election day. and
| whenever the nomination of a eaiuliAdvertisements in this column not to exceed
J date named by a convention is opposed three lines Inserted once for 25 cents, 3 times
i by one or more candidates who have for 50 <ents Additional lines 5 cents each
cue time, 10 cents 3 times. Six words make
filed nomination papers, the party for
a line
candidate for such office shall be
chosen at the primary election.
Lost and Found
| A referendum clause is attached to
the measure.
FOUND Lady** hand bag «n Maverick St.

Ryzon

In Everybody's Column

Try

BODY'S SWEET TOOTH.
z
Them.

Thomaston. G points from fouls; All
Collcgiates. 5 points from fouls. Thom
aston A. A. 24. All Collegiate Five 23.
Referee. Sturtevant; timer. Went
worth; scorer, Beattie.
The preliminary game between Deer
ing High and Thomaston High was all
Deering, the Portland team winning by
a score of 52 to 29.

W. P. STRONG

iteYour Own

In Small Packages”
Just the best evidence possible
of this centuries old Axiom is
offered to candy lovers in the
neat, compact, attractive pack
age that houses a full pound of
S A H. MAINE MAID Sweets.
Made in Portland for EVERY

Tile Thomaston A. A. defeated the
All Collegiate Five of Brunswick 24 to
23 in overtime basketball here last Sat
urday evening.
It was by far the
fastest game of the season. Bresna
lian played a strong game fpr Thomas
ton both in floor work and in shoot
ing baskets. Wotton’s floor work was
fast and •Soap" Rogers tied the seoro
in the fourth period with a swell shot
A limited quantity of winter gar
from the center of the floor.
For ments are being sold at reduced prices
Brunswick the playing of Aldrcd. Dun- it the Davis Garment Store, corner of
phy and Wakely featured.
Main and Elm streets. Rockland. Some
22-tf
Thomaston
Goals
Collegiates Goals exceptional bargains in coats.
McDonald, rf
Hipscomb, If.
Goldsmith, rf.
Rogers, If,
SOUTH WALDOBORO
Wakeley, c,
Wotton, c.
Aldred. rg.
Bresnahan. it
Mrs. Eben Bowker of Richmond
Dunphy, lg,
Whitney, lg.
spent the holiday and weekend with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. George J.

>

Every-Other-Day
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COLONY BROODER

SPECIFICATIONS

Solid cast iron stove.
Galvanized-steel hover.

Two double-disc thermostats.
Tandem hitched.
Rocker furnace grates, self-cleaning
and anti-dog.
v
^Gas proof-fire proof-fool proof.
Guaranteed to burn more than
u24 hours in any temper*
ature in one coaling.

Rockland
Hardware Company
406-408 Main Street

Cd*‘at THIS Om< E
25-It
FOUND S xme ctller lias left a cane at
TH1 COUKl'ER GAXKTTK OFFICE which he
25-27
Stands Out Like The Woolworth Build* t.i’i have on application.
LOST—’•'eh 21. between Ferrero’s Bake Shop
ing—At the Park Thursday and Fri
(in Tils in Ave . a mJ Sheldon’s Drug store, blue
day.
ihgnra scarf iImui1 15 ificlies wide Please re
turn to AMELIA FILOSAKDO. 13 Lime Btreet.

“SHADOWS"

•Now and then a picture is produced
that stands out above the others, just
as.’he Woolworth building stands out
above ail the buildings that surround
it. it is such pictures as these t’.iat
prove beyond any doubt that picturemaking is an art. Such a one is
“Shadows”—a picture that stands out
above all others.
With a worth-while .theme as its
foundation, masterfully directed and
artistically act$<l, with its settings and
general atmosphere realistic, the story
creates in the mind an impression that
lasts many days and weeks after one
has seen the picture.
Though tragedy, the sad fate of the
principal characters does not leave an
unpleasant feeling. On the contrary,
their fate so arouses the compassion of
the spectator, that he feels regret for
not being able to help relieve their suf
ferings.
The acting of Mr. Chaney, who as
sumes tiie role of a Chinaman, is re
markable. Better acting he has never
done in his life. Every one of the other
players, too, acts well.

LEGISLATIVE NOTICES
JUDICIARY

OWL’S HEAD DIVISION

The Committee on Judiciary will give a nub
ile hearing in its rooms at the State House, in
Augusta, on
WE1>XKKI>AY. February 28. at 2 p. in , on
tlu following:
An Act to permit the investigation of the
financial affairs of the Portland Water District.
23-25
THURSDAY. March 1, at 2 p. m . on the

fol.owing:

Hearing Before Committee On Towns Wednesday After
noon—Legislature’s Ninth Week Opens.
Thv most inyiortunt event in the as amended by Chapter 105, Public
Legislature this week, so far as Knox I.aws of 1919, and by Chapter 119.
Laws of 1921. relating to exemptions
county is directly concerned is the hear from taxation of the estates of war vet
ing before the committee on Towns erans.
An Act to amend Paragraph 4, of
on two bills, one i f which would have
the effect of Vanishing the new town Section 6, Chapter 1(1. of the Revised
f Owl's Head.Aviiile the other would Statutes of Maine relating to exempserve to dismember the new town by tions from taxation.
An Ai t to amend Section 75 of Chap
setting off certain sections of Owl's
Head, and pasting them back onto ter 10 of the Revised Statutes relating
South Thomaston. The hearing is to the assessment of estates.
The following measure will be con
scheduled for Wednesday at 2 p. m.
A sunrise senior) beginning at 8 sidered Tuesday afternoon before the
t'clock will prrfbibiy be held Friday committee on interior waters.
Ar. Act to provide for a commission
in order that tbs- day's business may.
i be known as the “People's Rights
be disposed of*in time for the law
ed Water Power Commission of the
makers, their wives and daughters to
talc of Maine.”
attend the Governor's ball, which will
« • • •
be held that evening in Portland city
tail. Of the 182 members of the- two
Lobsters Of Any Length
houses, 150 have assured those in
Representative Barwise introduced
barge of the arrangements that they in tile House Friday an act permitting
will attend, and with their families, officers and employees of the United
ivy will bring the grand total of guests States to buy anil (Kissess lobsters of
,f the State Chamber of Commerce up any length when they are for experi
to at least 200.
mental purposes and the buying is done
The ninth week of the Legislature be
under authority and direction of some
gan yesterday afternoon. Several imfficer of the department of fisheries of
1 orlant measures will be up for hear the United States.
ing before the various legislative com
• • • •
mittees this week. On Wednesday af
Grade Crossing Warnings
ternoon the committee on Ways and
In the Senate Thursday, Putnain of
Bridges will listen to the proponents
end opponents of numerous highway Washington introduced an act amend
bills. One of these is the act to provide ing the law relating to the warning
for a ten-million dollar issue of bonds signs at grade crossings.
The act provides that a person coner the construction of trunk lines and
bate aid roads and another will be tmiiing the movement of any self-pro
the act providing for the withdrawal pelled vehicle, upon passing a warning
I l-alf a million from the contingent sign located more t'lian 100 feet from a
fund audit- transfer to the fund for the grade crossing, shall have tlie vehicle
nstructiori of State aid roads. Tills under control and s-liall bring it to a
measure wa introduced because of the full step at a distance of not less than
■ essity for the immediate provision ten feet nor more than 50 feet from tile
f more money for this cla e- of high nearest rail of tile railroad track, and
after stopping shall look and lisiten be
ways.
Still another road measure provide.-; fore crossing tlie trai l; in such manner
for the creation and expenditure of the as shall be effective to prevent acci
mill tax highway fund. This was in dent. Violation of tile section shall be
troduced by Representative John Le deemed negligence and in any civil
land of Sargentville, one of the leaders action arising from a collision between
■ f the farm group and it stipulates that any self-propelled vehicle and any loimotive. burden of proving compliance
tlie mill tax, plus $360,000. shall lie set
i part as a fund to be known as the shall lie upon tlie person traveling ill
tim'd class highway fund. It is further the vehicle.
• • • •
provided, however, that a sum not
xeceding $100,000 shall be taken from
Extracts As Beverages
this fund to meet the expense incurred
In the House, L’riday two measures
in the adoption of the different resolves dealing with the sale of various ex
in favor of roads throughout the State tracts as beverages were introduced.
that come up at every session of the Both were persented by Jones of South
Legislature.
Portland. One sets forth that flavoring
A fourth bill is for the construction extracts and syrups containing a per
of gravel roads in all cases, except centage of alcohol which by Federal
t here a different type of construction is enactment renders a beverage intoxi
especially authorized. Under the pro cating. or intoxicating liquor.
visions of this act the inhabitants of a
The other provides that anyone who
town may. by a two-thirds vote at their shall knowingly sell any’ flavoring ex
town meeting, specify that some other tracts or syrup for intoxicating lever
than the gravel method may lie sought age purposes or who shall sell any of
irom the state Highway Commission. the same under circumstances from
The Legal Affairs committee this af which the seller might reasonably ad
ternoon will hold a hearing on the re duce the purpose of the purchaser to
solve proposing a constitutional amend be to use them for such purposes, shall
ment for the regulation and taxation be punished by a line of not less than
of billboards, and on the same day the $100 nor more than $500 and costs and
committee on judiciary is to give con be imprisoned for not less than two
sideration to the bill providing for
nor more than six months and in de
iioard of examfnation and registration
fault of payment be imprisoned for not
for chiropractors.
less than two nor more than six months
Two resolves in favor of llie Univer additional.
sity of Maine will be heard by the com
« » » ♦
mittee on Education this afternoon and
Primary Nominations.
on Thursday afternoon that committee
An act amending the present law re
will also give a.hearing on the resolve
pri losing a consitutlonal amendment lating to the nomination of State and
county ollicials was introduced in the
prohibiting tlie use of public funds for
House today by Curtis of Brewer,
sectarian schools.
Several bills, dealing principally with and calls for the naming of candidates
fishing in Maine lakes and ponds, wil of tlie different parties at conventions,
tome before the committee on inland although the primary election is re
fisheries and game Thursday, and there tained. This is the first bill to be in
will be a sort of field day the same troduced since the decision of the Re
afternoon tor different liquor bills at publican caucus to let the bars down
the session of the committee on tem for measures of this sort, send them
to the proper committee and let the
perance.
The spei ial committee appointed te committee do the sifting.
Under the provisions of this act, each
consoler the recommendations of tin
(.’ole i onnnitle-e report add any bilb party shall hold caucuses on the first
resulting from that report will holtl an Monday in March to choose its dele
evening session Thursday. A number gates to conventions, and prior to the
of acts dealing with the suggestion first day of April each shall hold a
made by the Cole committee have made State and district convention. Prior to
their appearance in the tiwn branches of April 15 county and logislatfve class
*
the Legislature, and all of these will lie conventions shall be hpld.
Each party shall nominate a candi
threshed out. .
Tije eonnnitkee oil Taxation will give date for Governor. United States Sen
a public hearing at 2 o'clock Wednes ator. State auditor, congressmen, sen,
day afternoon on the following mat- atom, county officers t^id members of
the House. The names of all persons
ti rs:
Al Act to amend Paragraph 9. Sec so nominated shall have a place on the
tion 6, Chapter 10, Revised Statutes, primary ballot. Any candidate, how-

Au Act additional to and amendatory of
chapter 139 of the revised statutes, as amended
by chapter 88. public laws of 1917. relating to
transfer of insane or feeble minded inmates.
S-l>. An Act relating to passengers in mo
tor vehicles operated by persons under “he Influ
ence of intoxicating liquors.
J-123
An Act relating to the operation of
motor vehicles by persons whose licenses have
been revoked.
24-23
THURSDAY. March 1. at 2 p ill. on the
following:
An Act to amend Section 16 of Chapter 12 of
the Revised Statutes relative to the records of
tin* Register of Deeds regarding plans.
An Act relating to indexes in Registries of

Deeds.

24*26

LOST Red flannel middy blouse In Thouiasten, hi ween Creek and U-orner.
ItcwaYd
Fn ncr please leave at MCDONALD'S.
24-26
FOUND Female, white Scotch collie, with
brown spot oii head. Strap around neck, with
na name. JOHN KENDALL, Pleasant Cardens.
Cny.
24*20

Wanted
WANTED—One more man at once to demon
si rate specialty line Big seller Make $40 to
$75 weekly. Address BOX 301. Rockland

WANTED—Position as hookkeetier or sten
ographer. by young woman. Address “X,” care
•*5*°7
Courjq Gazette.
WANTED Woman with child seven years old
mid like ixisition as housekeeper. 4 BI N
KKR STREET. City
25-if
WANTED Small farm; describe (mildiugs.
location and price RALPH MILLER. 80 School
Street. Gardner. Mass
25*30
WANTED CRO< METERS. EXPERIENCED on
infants’ sacques. steady homework, good pay.
We pay parcel post charges both ways. Send
small pieces showing stitches SIMON ASCHER
A ( .. INC, 134th Street and 3rd Ave. New
York City
23*27
WANTED Small roll-top desk in good condition Cali 2‘ni
21*26
WANTED—Extra House Man at once. En
quire OFFICE HOTEL ROCKLAND
24-26
WANTED—Furnished house, 5 org 6 rooms.
Best of references furnished. Address, G. W .
0|fc offre.
-U-6
WANTED—Woman to care for invalid woman
ii. the latter’s *liome. Apply a< 107 Llroerock
W’.reet, or telephone 423-M
24-26
WANTED—Box Boards, round edge und
squan edge, any Qiickness. also other lumber,
give kind, lengths, widths, thickness and prices.
Reference. any rating agency.
SAMUEL
CLARK. Kennebunk, Maine.
23-23
WANTED A girl for general housework.
Small family, work easy. HtKD MORSE. Thomston. Telephone 156-2 *
23-25
WANTED—Waitress, at the Bee Hive Cafe,
. 8-tf
Limerock street.
WANTED—35 shaggy cats and kittens, male
and female. Highest prices oald. JOHN 8.
RAN LETT, Rockville, Me. Tel. 352-14. 15tf

Summer Cottages and Board
NOW .s the time when people are laying
summer vacaiior plans. The Courier-Gazette
suggests that owners of cottage property, to
let or for sale, or accommodations for boarders,
announce the fa'd under this heading, where it
will oe read all over New England

An Act to amend Section 35 of Chapter 4S of
the Revised Statutes relating to Meridian Lines

For Sale

.ind StandfcrdB Of lengths.

S 92. An Act to amend Paragraph 11 of Sec
FOR SALE New and second-hand marine
tion I of Chapter 30, Revised Statutes, as and stationary gas engines. J L. SNOW (X) ,
amended by CJiapter 238, Publk* Laws of 1919, Machine Shop Dept.
25-37
relating to compensation of employees
FOR SALE—Two flocks of White Wyandotte
S 91 An Act to amend Section 64 of Chap
ter 86 of the Revised Statutes relating to prop and Leghorn pullets All laying. Price right.
J A COLLINS. Ingraham Hill. Tel. 783-W
erty exempt from attachment.
________________24-26
II 112 An Act to amend Section 7, Chap
ter 95, Revised Statutes of Maine as amended
FOR SALE Hi a rc lumber lot. pine and
by Chapter 47 of the Public Laws of 1921, rel- hardwood: cheap for cash oi' will trade for
tive to mortgagor may redeem within one year. F.»rd automobile or truck. Write me
BERT
Il
Id'l. An Art to aniend Sectlou 76 of I. ( I’NNINGHAM, Wes: Liberty. Maine.
(baiter II. Revise*! Statutes «« amended by
24*26
Chapter 182 of the Public Laws of 1921, rela
FOR SALE Maxwell Roadster $250 C. A.
tive to certificates of sale of tax deed, and pro
HAMILTON, 412 Main St._________ 23*25
ceedings, if redeemed.
S. 93. Au Act relating to persons convicted
FOR SALE—House and lot at 45 Grove St ,
of violating the motor vehicle laws.
formerly occupied bv D. L. McCartey. Inquire
II 113 An Act relating to Express Trusts of (’. M HARRINGTON
15-tf
II. 114. Au Act to amend Section 76 of
Chapter 16 of die Revised Statutes relating to
FOR SALE Farm in Warren three mil<?3
from Thomaston. 93 acres, new barn, good
inspection of secondary schools
H 115. An Ad to amend Section 73. Chap story house, farm all stocked, 3 cows, 1 heifer.
ter 211. Public Laws of 1921. relating to revo I pair horses, 50 hens, 1,000 cord wood and
some lumber KNOX RKAL ESTATE CO . 299
cation of licenses io operate motor vehicles.
Main St Tel 376-M
15-tf
123-25
W. T GARDINER,*Sec.
FOR SALE—4 upright second hand pianos.
ST I -OLEY’S FURNITURE STORE, 283 Main
Street, Rockland.
10-tf
TOWNS
Tin* Committee on Towns will give a punlic
FOR SALE—New and second hand boilers,
hearing in its rooms at the State House, in 10 to 60 b p Horizontal and upright. Suit
able for portable mills, factories, boat shops,
Augusta, on
etc. I. L SNOW CO , City.
3-tfWEDNESDAY. February 28th. 1923. 2 P. M .
on the following:
FOR SALE—1916 Apperson Touring; excel
An Act to reunite the towns of Owl’s Head lent condition throughout Price $350. A. C.
and South Thomaau n

JONES,

An Act to divide and set off a certain part 576-R
of the town of Owl’s Head and annex the same
to the town of South Thoniastof
. 21-2!

Io Let

LET Large sunny. well heated front
Alwolutely clean.
i'oiii.
Couple preferred,
lood service Other rooms 25 PARK STREET

Tim LummUtec on Education will give a pubbe
hearing in its rooms at the State House, in
Augitsbu, on
THURSDAY. Mandi I. 1923. on the following
S 58. Resolve proposing an amendment to
the Constitution prohibiting the use of public
funds for sectarian schools
No 45. An A^t lo amend section eighty-four
ot chapter sivtcun of tlo- revised statutes relat
ing to contracts with academies
24 2T
JOHN F WOOD. Sei
SEA AND SHORE FISHERIES

Committee on Sea and Shore Fmhcrie.

will give a pu3>li<- hearing in ihs rooms at tin

TO LET Cpstairs tenement* at 684 Main
Strut Will be vacant Marvil 1. .1 H MELVIN.
23-tf
2’ Gay Ktreet. Rooklaud
TO LET Store on LliuerocR street formerly
occupied by Postal Telegraph ln<|itire of H. R.
MULLEN -*r BASIL STINSON
22-tf
TO LET—Four furnished rooms, convenient
kitchen. at 27 Pacific St. Inquire of L.
BREWER. 39 Park Street
17-tf
TO LET—A little gem of a five room fur
nisli <1 •apartment. Mush be seen to tie ap
preciate! Applv Io R. U. COLLfNS, 375 Main
Street. Rocklaml. Maine.
15-tf
TO LET—Furnished room at 10 PLEASANT

Slate House, in Augusta
THURSDAY, March 1, at 2 I’ M
Sh 63. Au \et* tx» regulate the tiking
(lams.
STREET
_________________________
155*tf
An Act <o amend Section 122 of ( hapter 1
TO LET—Furnished house on Mechanic
of the Revised Statutes relating to license for
street—on car 1 ne. R. K. SNOW, Tei. 490 or
building a fish weir or trap
Ar Ac1, to amend Section 67 of Chapter 22 of 79 R____________________ 148-tf
Revised Statutes relative to a close time on
TO LET—5-room tenement; good location.
scallops
L. F. CHASE. 45 Middle St. Tel. 66^-2.
At Act for the better protection of smelts.
145-tf
23-M
TO LET—Nine-roan tenement; good iocaTUESDAY (March 6. at 2 p. m.
L. F CHASE, <5 Middle Street. Tel.
An Act for the better protection of Smelts In tion
665-2.
128-tf
the Damariscotta River.
SD 106. An Act to ameud section 121 of
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves,
Clu.pter 4. Revised Statutes, as amended by and musical instruments or anything that re
chapter 135 Public Laws of 1921, relating to quires a dry, clean room. Terms reasonable.
Fish Wciis
I R. Five 221 Main St., Rocklan^
45tf
Ar. Act to amend section 18 of Chapter 15
of the Revised Statutes as amended by scc.iou
2 chai cr 98 of the Public Laws 1921 relating
Miscellaneous
U the issuing of lobster licenses
NOTICE This is to notify all concerned that
An Act to amend Section 19 of Chapter 98
Public Laws of 1921, relating to Suspension and af,er 4hl» date I refuse to pay all bills con
tracted by my wife. Flora E Kaler. WALTER
Revocation of Lobster licenses.
25-26
L KALER Feb M. L$$3
25*27
ELLIS F. BAKER, Kc<
DRY MOUNTAIN WOOD—Fifty cord dry haru
filled wixxt $2.25 H ; also large one and two
It. U. Collins is prepared to assist in ft lengths Forty cord fall cut partly dry sof
making income-tax returns. 375 Main fitted slabs $1.75 ft., and pletrty of dry Irani
and soft wood edgings. Free delivery. Call,
Street.—20-1 f
drop card or ring 135—'Patterson’s up-to-date
grocery
F G CLEVELAND. 33 Pacific St
25-27
Eggs and Chicks
NOTICE—This, is to forbid auyone harboring
or trusting or giv;ing any person credit on my
account, as I shall pay no bills contracted by
anyone after this date. Signed. W. E. OVERIjOCK. Washington, F$b. 20.
24-26
PAPER HANGER- When you want paper
hanging, good work at right price, phone 349-tM,
o- send a card to C. C JOHNSTON, 16 Pleasant
St.. Rockland.
23*25
PORTLAND PEOPLE can find each Issue of
The Courier-Gazette on sale at the CENTRAL
NEWS (X), 664 Congress St This will con
venience many who want to got the paper reg
ularly
13-tf
PALMER ENGINES 32 different models. 2
ORDERS TAKEN FOR DAY-OLD CHICKS—
75 H. P One to six cylinders. Heavy duty.
T< mpkins’ strain. From vigorous, high produe to
duty and high speed types Also ac
ing stock. K H SEEK1NS, Buttermilk Lane, Medium
cessories
and iiaris.
Send for catalogue.
Rockland Tel 314-12.
23*34
PALMER BROS, 39 Portland Pier. Portland.
12-37
FOR SALE—Orders«taken for Day-old ehicks Me.
Pure bred-S. C R. I Reds; 3d in State egg
—Reliable stock of hair goods at
hvlncr eon’est 1920. F«rs for batching. W A theLADIES
Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St. Mall
RIPLEY, Rockland. Tel. 594-W
Rtf
orders solicited HELEN C. RHODES 18tf
“CHRONICLES OF KNOX COUNTY.” a very

OIVIDEND NOTICE
Potkland Loan and Building Association

handy 106 page book compiled by R. B. Fill
more, gives ;ho official history of the county
and a page or so is devoted to each of the
towns and two plantations Sent by mail to
any address on receipt of 50c. Address R. B.
FILLMORE. 80 Main Street Thomaston.
142-tf
THE INDEPENDENT (8kowbegan) Reporter

Holders of the lorty-eighth Series of Shares
of the Rockland Loan -and Building zVsstK'iation
are noiiflcd that a final Dividend of $343 per
Share has been made to mature the same. Each
Share is now worth $200.69, payable on pres.ntfii'tion of Deposit Book anils Certificate of
Shares
. . . _
~ JMbIaM
Number of Shares Matured
110 is oc sale at J. I. CA&VEB’S,
«5-tf
Vaiue of Shares Matured
$22,000 00
Dixidtnd Rate per annum
5%%
ENGRAVED CARDS—Call at this office and
Shares in the seventy-firkt (Series are uow be examine styles. If you already have a plate
ing Issued
bring it in and let ua print you cards In latest
24-26

H 0 GURDY,

Secretary-

size.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE.

I
I \

'Phone

TO

EDUCATION

Th

5 Talbot Avenue, Rockland.

I'

Every-Other-Day

InSocialCircles
.In addition to personal notea recording do(atturea and arrlrala. Its department especially
dealtea Information of social happenings, par
ties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or
telephone will be gladly received.
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GOLDEN WEDDING
Capt. and Mrs. Charles F.
Chester Celebrate Anniver
sary At Owl’s Head Light.

One often reads the expression: "Mr.
and Mrs. So and So quietly celebrated
their golden wedding anniversary."
The sudden transfer from a tropical
This was literally the case yesterday
climate to the rigors of zero weather with Capt. and Mrs. Charles F.
may not have been responsible for it. Chester, who were virtually marooned
but Mr. and Mrs Ernest C. Davis are at Owl’s Head light, because of the dif
both confined to their home on Broad ficult traveling conditions, and the fact
way wlh severe colds. Mr. Davis was that tieir family of eight children is
abed for two or three days, but is again widely scattered. The mails brought
able to be up and about, and binding a many letters and postcards, however,
rest helpful after his rather strennous to assure this highly esteemed couple
vacation.
that relatives anil friends had not for
gotten the important anniversary.
The Kalloch dlass of the Baptist
Capt. Chester, who has heen in tlie
church will meet Thursday afternoon lighthouse service 30 years, is a native
•vith Miss Carrie Duncan. Thomaston of Philadelphia. His seafaring career
street.
began when lie was 11, and he fol
lowed that vocation 27 years, com
Walter Johnson left Saturday for manding ill that period the schooners
•I'etsey City, N. .1.. where he will learn Henry Whitney, Florida and Iodine
engineering with the Standard Motor When he finally came ashore it was to
Co.
take up the vocation of house car
pentering at Castine, where he helped
The W. C. T. U. meets with Mrs. 'build many of the line cottages al that
Vesper A. Leach, Summer street, Fri popular summer resonu
day afternoon at 2.30. The subect will
His lighthouse service hits been di
bi "Scientific Temperance Instruction," vided into two administrations—18
with Mrs. B. S. Oxton as leader.
years at Crabtree Ledge, Hancock
Point, and 12 years at Owl's Head. He
Dr. G. L. Crockett left yesterday for is regarded as one of the most efficient
a trip to Boston, New York and Phil
keepers in the government's employ.
adelphia, and in the course of the next
] lie is a Mason, Red Man, Good Temp
10 days or two weeks twill visit a num
lar. Granger and belongs to the Junior
ber of the leading hospitals, attending
Order of American Mechanics.
lectures apd clinics, and absorbing the
Mary Blake was the maiden name of
points of the best medical minds.
[ his faithful helpmeet, and she was born
in Brooksville; where the marriage ocMrs. Athleen McRae and Mrs. Ger
cured just Jialf a century ago. She be
trude Boody entertained at luncheon
longs to the Grange, the Daughters of
and auction yesterday. Mrs. Margaret
Pocahontas and Good Templars.
Petry, Mrs. B. R. Witham and Miss
Ten children were born to the couple,
Carrie Fields assisted in serving.
eight of whom are living—Mrs. A. P. N.
Prizes were awarded thus: Miss Har
riet Gill of Camden, pillow cases; Miss Trjhou of Rockland, Mrs. AnothyFord
Fronie Johnson, bridge cover; Mrs. Lu of Westfield, Mass., C. S. Chester of
Waterville. Mrs. Joan Frazer of Union,
cia Miles, stationery; Mrs. Helen Lamb,
Mrs. Daisy Hoskins. Springfield. Mass.,
pillow; Mrs. Mildred Norcross, guest
loom bouquet; Mrs. Beulah Tirrell, Mrs. Marlon Chandler of Addison, C
towels; Mrs. Frances Bicknell, dish; II. Chester of Philadelphia and Mrs
Mrs. Clara Crockett, cake; Mrs. Kuth- Carl Lihliey of New York city.
nrine St. Clair, doily, and Mrs. Ralph
institution. The following papers were
.'■'tone, bud vase.
given hv the members: ’’Wnat CitizenMr. and Mrs. Edwin I,. Brown, who | sl ip Should Be," Mrs. Mather: “CitiLave heen spending the past two ] zer.ship in the Home," Mrs. Cooper;
months in St. Petersburg, Fla., are ex t "Citizenship in the Church," Mrs. Mer] ritt; “Citizenship in Ihe Schools," Mrs.
pected home Thursday or Friday.
i Hall; "How We Can Help In This
F. F. A.'s colyum in the New York . Work," Mrs. Hill. A^iss Adelaide Cross’
Tribune recently carried this "Birthday i - tolin selections were much enjoyed.
! Miss Reilly gave an outline of the work
Villanelle" in honor of a former Cam
' of the Red Cross and at the close a colden girl:
I lection was taken for a special case
“Many happy returns of the day"
cited by Miss Reilly. More than the
Is a phrase that kt Utting to bring
To Edna St Vincent Millay.
■ turn needed was obtained.

For all who want it

TELEPHONE ...................................... 770

For mine’s an original way
Of Ihreading my pearls on a string :
Many hnppv returns of the day
A bonnet, a bonnet of listy;
A chaplet of laurel I Itlng
To Edna SI. Vincent Millay.

O fair as a lily and gay
As flowers that hloont in the spring:
Many happy returns of the day.

Aurora, thou popular ray.
Shine out! And ye portals, outswipg
To Edna St. Vincent Millay!

Earle Conant is home from the UniI versity of Maine until his father, Ralph
j P. Conant, has more fully recovered
; front his illness.

Master Nathan Cobit Fuller, taking
advantage of the midwinter vacation in
! the Augusta schools, has been in the
vicinity the past week visiting his rel
atives in this city and Camden.

Dr. T. L. McBeath has returned front
a three weeks trip to Hamilton, Mo.,
whither he was called by the serious
illness of his father, William McBeath,
whom he left in a much improved con
The subject "Marriage Laws," or dition.
"Maine Marriage and Illegitimacy
Laws; also the Status of Children with
Mr. and Mrs. John Benner, who have
reference to ■these," Is one which been visiting their daughter, Mrs. Carl
arouses deepest interest jtmong al) French, have returned to their home in
women, and especially among members Nobleboro.
of the Woman’s Educational Club who
will he privileged to hear the address
Dr. H. V. Tweedie left this morning
on this topic Friday night in the Meth to spend a few days in New York.
odist vestry, by the general secretary
of the Children’s Protective Society of
A meeting of the board of managers
Maine which conducts a Statewide of the Home for Aged W 'men will be
non-sectarian work for neglected and held Thursday at 2.30 at tt.e home of
dependent children. Mrs. Maud Wil Miss Nancy T. Sleeper, Spring street.
liams Smith of Portland, plans to ar
rive early for consultation.
The Cribbage Club met at the homo
of Mrs. Henry Colburn, Jefferson
A. E. Morton of Portland was a week street, Wednesday evening of last week
end visitor in the city, called by the ' to celebrate the birthday of two of its
illness of his brother, Walter S. Mor- ' members, Norman Gray and Charles
town. He returned to Portland yester- . McKinney. The decorations carried
day, but Mrs. Morton, who preceded • out on the St. Valentine idea were very
him here, will remain a while longer.
pretty. Valentine place cards lunch
cloth and napkins, with streamers of
Mr. and Mss. John Bird of Camden ■ ted hearts running from the chande
end Mr. and Mrs. Walter II. P.tuler of ‘ lier to little red cupids, together with
tills city have heen admitted to mem- ] cut flowers and two birthday cakes
hership in the Country Clulb.
with candles, made a very pretty pict
ure. Sandwiches, cake and hot coffee
Mrs. H. O. Gurdy entertains the] were served by Mrs. Colburn.
Charity Club Thursday.
A social evening with games and
A merry group from Camden de music will be the program at the Busi
scended upon Rockland Saturday for ness and Professional Women’s Club,
the purpose of celebrating the birthday Wednesday. It is also gentlemen’s
of Mrs. Annie Wasgatt. They attended night and members are planning to
the Strand Theatre in tlie afternoon, give their male friends tt pleasant even
took supper at the Brookside Lunch ing. Refreshments will be served.
and took in the dance in the evening This dub has the advantage of its
The supper menu consisted of grape tcoms centrally located at 14 Elm
fruit with cherries, fried chicken, street, which with new equipment and
French fried potatoes, fruit salad, well lighted has become a very popular
fancy cookies, coffee and a large birth meeting place for member!?. It is
day cake. In the party were: Mrs. hoped the business women of Rock
Edgar Whitmore, Mrs. Ida Page, Mrs. land will in the near future become a
Aubrey Heal, Mrs. C. I. Lincoln and group of earnest thoughtful women
son, Mrs. Elmer Drinkwater, Miss Mar working for the best interests of the
garet Blackington. Miss Letty Lewis. community.
Mrs. Louise Dunbar, and Mrs. Wasgatt
Apparently what the American tvoMiss Ethel Crie has returned to man wants in hosiery is a certain
Pates college, which reopens today af elegance of appearance, even at the
ter a vacation enforced by scarlet fe cost of comfort, economy or the other
ver epidemic.
more solid virtues. To an increasing
extent, for example, she wants sheer
Arthur P. Wardwell is down from silk hosiery. This, however, is not the
Bston on a week’s visit. »
experience of all communities. In some
communities, of which Boston was
Miss Helen Merry is home from mentioned as an example, sheer
Farmington, where she spent the week hosiery is not a particularly good
end with her sister, Merle, who is at seller: but in other cities it is very big.
tending Normal school.
A very good business still is done on
lisle hosiery. This business, however
The open meeting of the Methebesec is done with the older and more staid
clnl, was held at the Copper Kettle elements of the community. With the
porch Friday last and about 90 mem younger element cotton hosiery is
bers and guests cnoyed the program In found to he no good any more except
< barge of the citizenship committee. in fancy effects. Much the same is true
The program opend with solos by Mrs. of wool, it has been a disappointing
F. P. Browne, "The Passing Day," season with wool hose, although fair
Joyce, and "Little Mother of Mine,” business has been done with the lighter
r»..rlelgh. E. W. MacDonald, secretary numbers of silk and wool. In this class
i.t the Chamber of Commerce, gave a of hosiery the call hits been chiefly for
rhort talk on citizenship. “The prob the staple colors, and has come mostly
lems of today and yesterday have from the quiet "home-bodies" who ap
changed much, as our population has preciate comfort more than appear
increased." said the speaker. More ance. The flappers have not been buy
and more work must (be done along ing this season. Next season is expect
Americanization lines.
If the emi ed to he pretty much like the present
grants were good citizens in their own one. ns far as wool hosiery is concern
country would they come to another? ed.—Dry Goods Economist
The goal is not to make good citizens
out of already the llnest residents of
a country, but good citizens out of the
Watch for the “Jack
I>corer types ot foreigners. In the large
Rabbit" on the
cities this work is demanding the at
road. They art
tention and support of indiviuals and
increaeing
organizations. The foreigners attend
ing the evfenlng schools are working to
ward and encouraged to take out their
first papers as soon as they are quali
fied. What makes for good citizenship
in our own community? As a stranger
Mr. MacDonald visited the Public Li
brary and was impressed with the
A. C. JONES
work done there. He mentioned the
small appropriation as a great draw
5 Talbot Ave.
back to this work and assured the club
Rockland, Maine
of the interest of the Chamber of Com
merce in raising the standard of this
1 frequently mean what 1 say;
I certainly mean wlv.it I sing :
Many happy returns of Ihe day
To Evina St. Vincent Millay.

VERY NICE
STOVE, NUT, EGG

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

and PEA

SATURDAY. MARCH THE THIRD. 1923
BE

WILL

COAL

OUR

THIRTIETH ANNIVERSARY
AND

FRED R. SPEAR

“Red Letter Day” Sale

5 PARK STREET
TELEPHONE

in Our Present Shop

255

WE WILL ALLOW, AS USUAL, 10 PER CENT DISCOUNT ON
ALL MERCHANDISE WITH THE EXCEPTION OF ONE
OR TWO ARTICLES OF RESTRICTED PRICES

COAL FOR THE CARRYING
We wish to explain the object of this sale to our many new pat
rons. This sale is to introduce NEW MERCHANDISE from every
department, especially in our ready-to-wear, Dress Goods and Millinery
Departments, which show a lot of advanced styles. Our assortment
this season is in keeping with other seasons, as we begin very early
to prepare for this sale. You all fully appreciate that 10 per cent
saving on a new suit, coat, waist, or dress that has been bought in
1923 at the lowest ruling prices, is quite an item, and with this 10 per
cent saving on new garments it is worth consideration and affords
you an excellent opportunity to secure new spring merchandise. On
any purchases, either ordered, charged or paid for, you get 10 per
cent discount.

Appears To Have Been the Case With Maine Central’s
Piie On Park Street—Nine Men Brought Into Court.

We solicit the patronage of all new comers to our city and neigh
boring towns, and trust we have the confidence of all our old patrons
and that they will be here as usual on the THIRTIETH ANNI
VERSARY of our “RED LETTER DAY" SALE.

SATURDAY, MARCH THE THIRD, 1923

Fuller-Cobb-Davis
WARMER, BUT STILL ICY

HAMBONE’S MEDITATIONS

Cutter Ossipee, Out of Commission Temporarily, Suc
ceeded By Acushnet—Bodwell Carries More Provisions
To Stonington.

WEN Pt BOSS PAY ME WAGES
AH AIN’ NEVUH GoT NOTHIN

COMIN' To ME, BUT EF HE
JE5' GIMME

A

DOLLAH

NOW EN T>EN AHS ALLUZ

l Hale succeeded in getting from the
] Navy Department to assist the Ossipee,
has sprung aleak and''lias been sent to
! Boston for repairs. The work thus bei gun by these vessels was stopped and
: Bangor and Eastern Maine seemed
j badly off as before for coal, food stipI plies, and fertilizer.
Immediate action was requested of
i Senator Hale, who upon receiving the
| telegrams hail a personal conference
| with Admiral Reynolds, head of 4the
i United States Coast Guard. At the
Senator’s urgent request, Admiral
Reynolds ordered the Coast Guard cut
ter Acushnet, now working on the ice
blockade at Nantucket, to proceed to
Pe nobscot Bay and take the place of the
Ossipee and ordered a cutter from the
New York station to Nantucket.
Senator Hale wired in reply that tihe
Acushnet was on die wa v to Penobscot
Bay and would handle the situation
there
There are a number of steamers and
barges due at Searsport with coal for
Bangor,
which according to the
Chamber of Commerce of that city is
nearly out of coal and there is no way
of getting it in unless the ice blockade
is broken/and the coal can be landed
at Searsport and oLlier Penobscot Bay
points.
For several weeks Senator Hale has
been in closest touch wii’n the ice situation-and surrounding Islands and has
Sunday Senator Hale received.urgent succeeded in having the Ossipee break
messages from the citizens of Bangor up the ice wherever it was possible for
and from A. P. Lane, the State fuel the cutter to do so. The unfortunate
director, advising him that the cons, accidents to theOssipee and Mohave will
guard cutter Ossipee which has heen not stop the work begun by them and
working on the ice blockade in Penob Senator Hale has wired that if he can
scot Bay had heen rammed by a barge assist further to call on
she was towing qff Stonington and had
Those small ads in The Courierto go into dry dock for repairs which Gazette are read by every body. That
will consume five days at least. The is why they are so popular and
big navy tug Mohave, which Senator effective.

The Coast Guard Cutter Acushnet,
sent to relieve the damaged Ossipee,
was expected here last night, but had
not arrived when this paper wont to
press.
Since Saturday's issue appeared the
steamer Gov. Bodwell has made an
other trip to Stonington, where an
other large quantity of grain and food
supplies was landed at 2 p. m. Sunday.
Blasting operations were in progress
there Sunday in order that the bargeload of coal might be docked, and that
the steam lighter Ajax might get into
the Settlement wharf, with soft coal
for the Fuller Construction Co.
The lighthouse tender Zizania carried
a quantity of grain to VinalhaVen Sat
urday to relieve the shortage the're and
at North Haven.
The Acushnet’s services are required
in the vicinity of Stockton Springs in
order that the freighter Ripogenus, 10
miles down the bay, may dock with her
coal cargo. The Ripogenus spent Sun
day outside of Rockland Breakwater.
The Bodwell went to VInalhaven this
morning, and if possible will be hack
tonight. Ice conditions are. not so had
here in the harbor but show no im
provement among the islands, being
particularly had at Stonington.

A T5he STRAND A

GOT SUMPN

IN SIGHT

I

A

Cop-rignt, 1921 by McClure Ntwspeoer Syndicate

Old-Time Wedding Custom.
In Tudor times women went bare

headed to be married, with bagpipes
and fiddlers before them, and they en
tered the church by the great door
only. In some places they carried
wheat sheaves on I heir heads and corn
was east in lltelr faces, with shouts of
"plenty! plenty!”
PICK OF THE PICTURES

PA R K
Telephone 409
Matinee 2 P. M. Bal. 10c. Floor 17c
Evening 6A5, 8.30. Bal. 17c. Floor 22c
Special Features and Prices
Thursday and Friday

TODAY—TUESDAY
TOM MOORE & EDITH ROBERTS

"PAWNED"
By Frank L. Packard, uuthor of
"The Miracle Man"

in

RAINBOW

OUR GANG
COMEDY

(With Special Music)
The story of a country girl who outdid her city cousin and saved her
copper mine

NEWS
REVIEW

WEDNESDAY
REGINALD DENNY
and a big cast in

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

"The Kentucky Derby"

A big Broadway star cast presonts the powerful drama—

Directed by King Vidor
COMEDY______________ _NEWS

ASHES
WILLIAM COURTLEIGH, MYRTLE STEADMAN, STANTON
HECK, WEDGEWOOD HOWELL, CARRIE CLARK WARD and
MARGARET LANDIS—idols of the theatrical world—arc in this
production.
COMEDY-

JIMMY AUBREY in “TENDERFOOT LUCK”
“I am convinced by the attendance and expressions of the public
that the people appreciate our new fireproof theatre. The new
organ is on the way and will be ready for use within a few weeks.”
MANAGER DONDIS.

dll

lived, and last summer's freshet wiped
out everything lie had. Phelps lives in
the region beyond the Pleasant street
railroad crossing known as "Pleasant
Gardens" and nicknamed “Back Bay."
George Long, who pleaded guilty to
taking 800 pounds, said there were
nine in his family. Walter Willey, who
confessed to taking a ton, said he had
a family of five.
Howard Gordon,
charged with taking 500 pounds, said
he had nut heen aide to earn 325 all
winter.
Ernest
Itawley,
pleading
guilty to the theft of 600 pounds, said
there were four in his family, and that
he is out of work. Walter Skinner
pleaded guilty to taking 900 pounds.
Detective Russell said there had
been quite a complaint about the loss
of coal, and that the foreman in charge
estimated that it had heen disappear
ing at the rate of 20 tons a week for a
long time. The Railroad has chosen
not to bring the children into the mat
•ter.
"This is «n important matter," said
Major George E. Fogg of Portland, who
appeared as counsel for Ihe Railroad
"The September checking showed the
company's supply to be 120 tons short.
There has been no check taken since
that time, hut one would doubtless
show thul a large quantity of coal has
disappeared. In the last three months
probably 150 tons have been taken.
Coal is now almost a precious metal
and the Railroad is obliged to protect
Its property. Most of those who have
been arrested have been working at
good wages and it would have been no
hardship for them to buy coal."
"1 realize,” said Judge Mfiler, "that
the conditions have been 'harder than
any other winter since I came here, and
that the cost of living is almost be
yond those who work by the sweat of
their brow. Rut this doesn't excuse
these men from helping themselves to
this coal pile. There seems to he a
peculiar condition of mind among
many persons that it is not so hard io
take from a corporation or a city as it
is from an individual, hut they are en
titled to the law's protection just as
much as the individual. The profiteers
and those who bring on the strikes ore
the ones I would like to get a4."
The respondents were fined 35 each,
with costs a; 32.20 each. Threat of a
maximum sentence in the event of a
future connection was made.

PORTLAND AUTO SHOW

to iook ifhT the needs of Reo cus
tomers.
"His place of business comprises n
flcor area of twenty-one thousand
square feet, adequate for his sales and
service requirements. Four salesmen
are detailed to the promotion of Reo
tales, and it is Mr. Simmons' belle!'
that through their efforts, his volume
of Reo sales for 1923 wil take a long
stride ahead."

Iw

—IN—

TODAY
ALICE CALHOUN

Nine men sat in a semi-circle before
Judge Miller in Municipal Court yes
terday afternoon and pleaded guilty,
seven of them to stealing coal from the
Maine Central's pile on Park street,
and two of them to receiving stolen
coal which is alleged to have come
from the same source.
According to a prominpt railroad of
ficial this supply has heen serving as a
municipal coal pile during the winter,
and the smallest estimate of the thefts
is 100 tons. Winter has had no terrors
for the families thus profiting—not
from cold weather at least.
Harry E. Russell a Portland de
tective employed h.v the Railroad, has
lieen working on the case for a number
of days, in conjunction with Marshal
Gilchrest, and as a result of their ef
forts 10 men were placed Under arrest
The titan not fined yesterday hail
pleaded "not guilty," and suffered an
attack of epilepsy while awaiting trial.
The Maine Central officials refrained
from proceeding with the prosecution
The men found guilty of receiving
stolen coal were Joseph Pellicane, who
is alleged to have had one ton and
Jasper Amata, who is said to have re
ceived five tons. Their knowledge of
English was «o limited, or the Court's
understanding of it at least that Libby
Paladlno was brought in as interpreter.
The Italians admitted receiving the
coal, but said that it had been picked
up by their children, and was not
known by the respondents to have
been stolen. Amata. who lias a family
of seven, and who has been out of
employment, said that everybody was
getting coal, and that his children
would have frozen hail 'they not found
it. Marshal Gilchrest testified that he
has about three tons in his shed at the
present time.
There are eight in the Pellicane
family.
John Kendall pleaded guilty to the
larceny of 400 pounds of soft coal
valued at |2. Melvin Staples pleaded
guilty to taking 150 pounds. lie said
he had not heen working nil winter, on
account of sickness.
John Phelps, who wore a government
knap»ick on his hack, and pleaded
guilty to taking o ton of coal, said
there were nine in his family and it
was a case of either taking coal from
the Railroad, or freeze. It was im
possible to get a team to where he

THURSDAY & FRIOAY
LON CHANEY in

"SHADOWS”
Adapted from “Ching, Ching, China
man." Tom Foreman, Buddy Mes
senger, Harrison Ford, Walter Long,
and Marguerite DcLamotte in the
cast.
Admission 17c, 28c. Mat. & Night.

COMING NEXT MONDAY-TUES.
D. W. Griffith's
“ORPHANS OF THE STORM"

And Some Dealers Well Known Here
Who Are Having a Part In It

This Is the week of ihe Portland nuto
shew, and the Forest City newspapers
are naturally filled to the brim with
motor advertising and dope.
in the Portland Sunday Telegram
appeared portraits of Miles B. Mank,
vice president of the Auto Show Asso
ciation; Clarence H. ("Tack") Shaw,
Chevrolet; William A. McLain, Bay
State; John A. Lester, Federal; and
George . M. Simrttons. Mr. Mnnk is a
foimer Warren hoy; Messrs. Shaw and
McLain studied Iheir automobile A ft
ahs in Rockland, and Mr. Lester came
out of that peaceful little burg wher?
th< Wessaweskeag flows, incidentally
Mr. Lester was propriplflr of the lirst
garage in Rockland^
With the picture of Mr. Simmons ap
peared the following reading matter:
“George M- Simmons of Rockland
has handled the Reo account in Knox
and Lincoln Counties since 1919. 1)urirg these three to four years, he has
(enjoyed an Increasing volume of buslress each year. His decision to handle
Reos was reached after a wide experi
ence with automobiles. Therefore, it
is safe' to assume that in taking this
step, he was guided by ripe judgment.
"Just us many customers experiment
•.vith various ears before making fhelevenlu.nl choice, a Reo, so also have
;i any dealers tried their luck with va
rious lines before selecting Reo for
their final success; and this recalls a
srying, quite common in the Reo fam
ily, 'Once a Reo, always a Reo,’ which
is proven to be equally true with deal
ers and consumers. Few dealers, when
cnee they have acquired a Keo Fran
chise, ever give it up. The Reo Fran
chise embodies just enough of conserv
atism to make il safe and jusl enough
progressiveness to make it profitable
and Interesting, and what Is true of the
Franchise is also true of the Reo pro
duct. Conservatism in design, reluc
tance to discard the tried and proven
for experimental and unsound engi
neering, these are some of the consid
erations, Mr. Simmons tells us, which
attracted him to the line. Mr. Sim
mons believes in service and backs lip
I.Is belief with a stock of Reo parts
running into several thousands or dol
lars. He also employs live service men

1{. IT. Collins is prepared to assist in
making Income tax returns. 375 Main
Street.—20-tf

This Will Astonish
Rockland People
The QUICK action of simple cam
phor, hydrastls. wltchhazel, etc., as
mixed in LavppttK eye wash, will sur
prise Rockland people. One man was
helped immediately, after suffering
with sore and red eyes for 15 years.
An elderly lady reports Lavoptlk
strengthened her eyes so she can now
read. One small hottie usually helps
ANY CASE weak, strained or Inflamed
eyes. Aluminum eye cup FREE. C. 11
Moor & Co., druggists.
2 BIG SHOWS—1 SMALL PRICE!

EMPIRE Theatre
Telephone 60
Matinee 2 P. M. Evening 8:18, 8:30

THURSDAV

"Life is not what it seems—it’s
but a thing made out of dreams"

D. W. GRIFFITH'S
Masterly production of charge*
ters suggested I, Thomas Burke

"DREAM STREET"
A Dramatic Comedy

Companion Feature
“THE INVISIBLE FEAR"
Prices—17c, 28c, Matinee & Night.
Children 10c.

PROPERTY GOES TO THE

“SONS”

And Grand Army Hall Will Henceforth Be Known As
Union Veterans’ Memorial Hall.
Anderson Camp, No. 7, Sons of Vet
erans, was incorporated some time ago
f.r the purpose of taking over, and
bolding in trust, the real and personal
property of Edwin Li'bby Post. No. 16,
G. A. R. An active campaign to re
cruit the Cam.) has been successful,
and this organization now numbers
some of the most prominent busines»
men of the city.
At a meeting cf the Post held Satur
day, Feb. 17. an unanimous vote was
passed authorizing the trustees «>f the
Post to convey the property to the
Camp, subject to the following condit ions:
* ** • •
First, that the property shhll not he
sold, and ftfiall be used for patriotic
purposes, and if an organisation of
Daughters of Veterans he formed in the
future, the Camo shall convey a onehalt interest
or to a holding corjf ration to be composed of the mem
bers of Anderson Comp and the Daugh
ters of Veterans, to he subject to the
condition of the conveyance to the
Camp.
Second, the bnild’ii.-g to be known in
thlrfuture as Union Veterans’ Memo
rial Hall.
Third, rhe sign on the building to be
removed, and when funds will warrant
a bronze tablet to be placed on ’.he
fi ont of the builair g < mtainli g • h
vs ription “Unio9 V tei ma Memo •
Building in memory of th< veterans oi

the Civil War.” ;
Fourth, there shall he no liquor or
gambling allowed in any part of the
building.
Filth, under 2io consideration what

ever shall the building he used or let
foi political purposes.
Sixt’h. the building is not to <he at- j
tached to or become a part of any other i
building in such a manner as to dis- ’
lurh the present contents of the build
ing or to lose its identity as the home
cf the Civil War veterans.
St \ tilth. Anderson Camp, Sons of Vet- |
era ns and any organization of Daughters j
of Civil War veterans which may here
after be formed, shbll occupy this
1 i ilding as their permanent headquar
ters for all time.
Eighth, the United States flag, and
no other, shall bt hoisted on the Me
morial flag-staff on Memorial Day,
Fiag Day, and all other National holi
days.
Ninth. Edwin Libby Post to hold ab
solute control of the property as long
as there is a quorum of the Past living
oi to such time as t’he Post may deem
it expedient to make the transfer.
Tenth, no member or members of"
any organization occupying the build•i g shall engage in any of the pastimes
common Ip the social rooms, to the ex
clusion of a member or members of th»
Post, unless so requested by the com
rades present.
Eleventh, nothing contained in these
conditions shall be so construed as lim
iting or restricting the letting of the
building to other organizations, the
rentals to be applied to the upkeep and
operation of the building, monument
and grounds.
Twelfth, that Edwin Libby Relief
Corps is to occupy the building as
headquarters so long as they exist as
lan organization.

•DREAM STREET”

APPEAL DENIED

Law Court Not Satisfied That
Jury Erred In Cole Case.
Clerk of Court.! Griffin has received a
decision from the l.atv Court in the
case of the State vs. Harry M. Cole
The respondent had been convicted of
adultery. The motion for a new trial,
.addressed to the presiding justice was
rt itied, and Law Court denies the appeeal.
Held: That the verdi t is not so man
ifestly wrong ns to require the inter
vention of this Court. The evidenct
was flatly contradictory, and it tratthe province of the jury to determin,
•he truth. The authenticity of most
damaging letters alleged to have pass d
t etween the parties was denied, hut the
explanation of the woman defendant
who received them, even as it appears
ir. cold type, is so inherently feeble as
to forbid credit. Her appearance up >-i
the stand, as well as that of the man.
was a proper factor of determination
on the part of tire jury, and apparently
it was unfavorable to the defens.
Taking all the evidence and all the cirfii’nstances togtther we are not con
vinced that the jury manifestly erred.'

SHEETROCK
“The Fireproof Wallboard?

Insures Lasting Economy

Griffith's 500th Picture—His Production
Record Filled With Inimitable Suc
cesses.
The five hundredth pic.ture which D
W Griffith has made, is offered in
"Dream Street." the nationally praised
picture which is to be shown at the
Empire Theatre, Thursday.
When Mr. Griffith made his first tworeel production such a cry of alarm
want up from the producers that Mr
Griffith < ould only finish it by secreting
hintstlf in the country until the play
w as completed. His employers declared
,t would wreck the film industry to ask
the public to sit through more than
one reel of a drama at a time. So vig
orous^- did the controversy rage that
Mr. Griffith-decided to quit his work
rather than limit himself to a specified
length, and then conciliation was made
by releUking one reel of the picture one
day and the second reel the next.
This was at once the first two-reel pic
ture and the first serial. The original
title was 'His Trust" and the first reel
Was issued under that title, the next
utfder the title. "His Trust Fulfilled.’’
it was three years later before Mr
Griffith made his first four-reel picture
which all exhibitors declared was se
long it would drive all the patrons out
of the theatre. But it was so popatal
that only four-reel pictures were want
'd. Then ca:ne "Judith of Bethulia" in
five n els followed by "The Avenging
Conscience" anti “Tile Battle of tht
Sexes." Next canto tlie big pictures
Tiie Birth of tlie Nation.” ‘Intoler
ance." "He tris of the World.” and most
recently "Way Down East.”—adv.

Both In new construction
and in remodeling, Sheetrock walls and ceilings

r' ttr__ ______ i
. foe that

insure lasting economy.
Sheetrock, which comes >n
standardsise units, is made
from rock. Therefore it is
fireproof and cannot warp.
It stays put as long as the
building stands. We have
® Sheetrock in stock, ready
for quick delivery.

COUGH/

Pleasant to take
Children like
it ,'.'

ROCKLAND

•

1

Balsam

W. H. GLOVER CO.

&

Tues full-til! May

KINEO
PIPELESS

FURNACES
The newest thing in
House Heating

1

PRICES FROM

$135.00 to $185.00

i

OUR PRICES LOWEST
EVER OFFERED
No charge for labor except
carpenter work. Any price we
give is complete except for
smoke pipe.

Call us for a
demonstration
Telephone 713

v F. STUDLEY

T

ROCKLAND DISTRIBUTOR OF ALL KINEO PRODUCTIONS
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STRAND THEATRE
A wholesome photoplay, with a
wholesome object lesson, is today’s
feature offering, under the title of
•Rainbow.” Alice Ca'.houn is the star.
It is a pleasing tale of a young girl
brought up by three doting self-ap
pointed daddies. It gets its name from
the heroine. Rainbow Halliday, a young
girl of the “Pollyanna” type, and pre
sents a varied diversion that is a con
trast of the care-free life in .the coun
try with Hie artificiality of society.
While the heroine moves from the
simple life into high society, her head
is not turned and she Is not spoiled
by polish. In fact, the spectator leaves
this girl as he finds her—the simple,
innocent country maiden attached to
the three daddies but polished by con
tact with the world.
Six famous Broadway stars are in
the cast of “Ashes,” WednesdayThursday feature. Treating of a sub
ject of intense interest to everybody,
that of protecting one’s self from the
merciless hands of blackmailers, the
plot of “Ashes” grips hard from the
very outset and is so cleverly conceived
that its powerful climax is a deep
mystery until the very last scene of
the drama. A gtoup of clubmen dis
cuss the recent milking of the fortune
of one of their fellows by grafters and
one of them, a wealthy father of a
family contends that any -man who
falls a victim to blackmailers is him
self to blame. He maintains that a
man should use his wits to get out of
any compromising position they might
place him in. Through his own daugh
ter he meets a beautiful woman who,
with a partner, is a dangerous criminal.
He falls into a cleverly laid trap and
finds himself alone in an apartment
with the woman and her partner who
demand a large sum of money to save
him from the charges that they intend
to make against his character to ruin
him. He stands pa»t, refusing to give
them one penny, and even allows them
to call the police and make their false
charge In a series of gripping scenes
he remains absolutely calm and clears
himself so easily and cleverly in the
end that the blackmailers are taken in
to custody immediately. The climax
of “Ashes” should not he told as its
knowledge would do much to keep
those who see the picture from getting
every bit of the keen enjoyment which
it is so cleverly supplies.
For Friday and Saturday. “What’s
Your Reputation Worth?”—adv.

PARK THEATRE
‘ Pawned." the photoplay version of a
Frank L. Packard story published firs:
in Munsey's Magazine and later in
book form, is the attraction for '.lie
Pat k today. An “Our Gang” comedy
,r.d News and Review complete the
splendid program.
Coming Wednesday. Reginald Denny
of "The Loathe” Pushers," has doffed
his four ounce mitts and acquired th.
fortune, the hotheadedness and the
swagger of a Kentucky gentleman.
' The Kentucky Derby” brings the pop
alar player in the masculine leading
tole of an all star Universal-Jewel
spectacle filmed from Charles T. Dr ■
xey’g old-time slage melodrama, "The
Suburban.” A comedy and News and
Views complete 'he program.
The special attraction for Thursday
•nd Friday bri tgs Lon Chaney, the
grtaiesi of ail character actors, in
"Shadows." adtp.ed from Wilbur Dan
iel Steele’s pri’-.-' story "Ching. Ching
Chinaman." It is said to be the grea'est story ever told in motion pictures
tnd includes in tile east besides L et
Chaney. Harrisor. Ford. Marguerite De
i a Motte. Walter Long. Ruddy Messen
ger and a big assembly of favorites.—
,dv.

Pierre Cartier's

Medicine
For COUGHS, COLDS and
GENERAL DISABILITY
Cod Liver Oil, Rum
and Honey
Build

up

a

reserve power to

Withstand cold and exposure.
Those in a run down condition
are most susceptible to colds and
sickness.

kx Pleasant to take

and harmless.

FOR SALE BY

C. W. SHELDON,
Rockland
WHITNEY & BRACKETT, Thom’tn
BOYNTON'S PHARMACY Camden
And at all other Good Drug Stores

-

16-t-May 3

TENANT’S HARBOR
Mrs Charles Lea oh’who has been a
guest of her mother during the winter
months, arrived, home Saturday, ac
companied by her mother.
Gilbert Auld has moved his family
from Long Cove'into the Mrs. Albert
iavis bouse.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Hocking of
Oekland were weekend guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Levi Torrey.
Capt. and Mrs. Orris Holbrook who
have been wintering in Somerville
Mass, arrived in town Thursday and
will occupy their house for the sum
mer.
Mis. Emma Smalley has sold her
house in the village and recently
bought one at Port Clyde.
At the regular meeting of the Re
bekah Lodge, Norma Hocking and Mil
ked Tabbutt are on the committee for
supper.
Sterling Hastings made a business
rip to Portland Friday and Saturday
Austin Elwell is ill. and attended by
Ur. Hodgkins of Thomaston.
Town meeting will be held on ^larch

Charles Wheeler had a veterinary
from Rockland Friday to a sick horse
The animal is improving.
Charles Rawley made a business
trip to Rockland last week.
Puritan Rebekah Lodge served a
lunch Thursday evening.
Mildred
Slingsby, Jr. |nid charge of the table.
Ernest Wilgy of St. George is a guest
of Mrs. Iyeander Wiley.
Bdw. Pease who has been confined
to the house with a lame side is able
to be out once more.
on February 22 the -ladies of t'he
hureh sewing circle served a lunch at
Masonic hall to the men of the town
who attended the appropriation meet
ing. Quite a sum was realized.
WALDOBORO
A. J. Rawley arrived home from Au
gusta the fir^t of the week.
Miss Ethel Overlook who has been
Clarence Rawley is in Rockland foi
•pending her vacation at home returned i few days.
tt Norwood. Mass.. Sunday morning.
Mrs. Angie Osborn arrived home last
Miss Martha Hagerman was in Port week, called here by the illness of her
land Saturday.
mother. Mrs. Lucy Dunbar.
Miss Helen Rond has been visiting
relatives in JefTersbn.
George Boggs spent Ihe weekend wi'h
NORTH WARREN
•tis parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Boggs
I
---------Miss Marguerite Jones was the guest
AV. L. C.racie has purchased a pair
of Mrs. I*. B. Stinson in Wiscasset last of hursts.
wt ek.
Mrs. W. L. Williamson of Union
Mrs. Ernest R. Dresser of Wis -asset spent Thursday with 'her another.
lias been visiting her parents Mr. and
A. J. Tash of Lincolnville Centre, ds
Thomas C. Ashworth.
top-ping with his sister. Mrs. Josie
Mrs. Daniel Winchenbach was in Cummings helping to care for his sick
Thomaston Thursday.
brother.
Town meeting will be held in thi
Mr. and Mrs. Hayden Conant who
town house next Monday, March 5.
have been stopping with Mr. and Mrs.
Several of the younger set were it D. R. Cummings for several weeks, re
Rockland for the holiday.
turned to Bath Monday.
Mrs. Leland Vannah of Winslow’s
Miss Anna Leino closed the Anderson
Mills was a recent guest at Everett school last Thursday after an eight
Morse’s.
week term.
E. W. Kent and H. F. Gonzales wen
Mr. and Mrs. John Robbins have
in Warren Saturday.
been sick with the prevailing epidemic
New shelves have been added to the
Mildred Lennox, -the youngest grand•hildreiTs corner of the library. The laughter of Mr. and Mrs. George Libby
purchase of new books for the young has been sick but is a little better.
people has been delayed fur lack of room
Miss Helen Perry who has, employ
A new invoice of volumes for boys and ment in Union, spent Washington’s
girls will be now in order. Several new Birthday with her parents.
heoks have been added to the shelves
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Mank and son
the past week including "Seven Conun Donald spent Sunday with Mr. and
drums by E. Phillips Oppenheim
Mrs. Sidney Mank.
North." by James B. Hendryx and ”AIIt was with sorrow that the people
atraz” by Max Brand.
of this community heard of the death
The Young People’s Society of Chris of Mrs. Herbert Thomas.
tian Endeavor held an enjoyable social
Miss Hilda Wilson spent last Sunday
,’t the vestry Friday evening. About 50 with Miss Mabelfe Crawford.
were present. Light refreshments were
Joe Robbins is at home for a few
served, a special feature being a large weeks.
I irthday cake in honor of the birthday
Lewis Tolman has returned home
of the pastor. Rev. Guy McQuaidee. from Massachusetts, where he was op
The affair was in charge of Mrs. Irving erated upon in a Salem hospital.
Bailey. Mrs. Crosby Waltz and Miss
Miss Aubyne Mank observed Wash
Edna Young.
ington’s Birthday by a short program
Robert Burien, who came from the appropriate for the day. The school
White Entertainment Bureau to th will continue for two weeks more ow
Star Theatre Thursday evening, gave ing to the illness of the teacher in the
excellent satisfaction. Mr. Burien was winter.
easy in manner, gifted with unmistaka
Mrs. Lina Smith has closed her
ble talent, in fact an artist of unusua school in Pleasantville and is at home
attainments. He assumed all the roles for a four weeks vacation.
of characters in a play showing re
markable versatility.
Tlie audience
was well pleased with his excellen
work.

7. If your stomach is continually
kicking up a disturbance; you feel
bloated and distressed; iff you belch
gas and sour food into your mouth
then you need Mi-O-Na stomach tali
lets. Guarantetd by all druggists.—
adv.

wHOOPING COUGH

must run its course—
there is no “cure,” but
Vicks helps to ease the
coughing paroxysms.
Apply often. Use freely
at bedtime.

FULL LINE OF

COLUMBIA RECORDS
STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

Over Z 7 Million Jan

Used Yearly

L. MARCUS, 313-315 Main Street
ROCKLAND. MAINE

SELECT YOUR INCUBATOR NOW
We believe these represent maximum value—maximum hatching
possibilities. Write for our 180 page illustrated free catalog and
special book on Incubators,
KENDALL & WHITNEY - Eat. 185 A .. Portland. Maine.

SHEET MUSIC 15c
THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
E. B. SILSBY, Surgeon
—and—
X-RAY OPERATOR
SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND
Telephone 123

CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
Th« rannul Sheet Mine you aoe edyertoed in all the leading maga.inea. Over
22110 aeiectiena—tend (nr catalogue.

MAINE MUSIC CO, Rockland, Ma.

FROM SWAN'S ISLAND

First News Letter In Several
Weeks Arrives — Business
As Usual But Shortage Near.
In spite of little, and nitteh of the
time, no communication with the main
land and the rest of the world. Swan’s
Island its still on the map, and affairs
both public and private have been and
are thriving and preparations and
plitns for the annual town meeting to
be held early in March, are being l>erfected.
Since early in 1923. the ice has been
more extensive, if not as thick and
heavy, than at any time for the last 40
years. At Atlantic, a great port of the
season tht re has been no open water
in sight, white ice extending from the
shorts of Mackerel Cove, and out
through the Golden Gate and Jericho
Ray past the small islands as far a»
Deer isle. Bluehill Bay has showed
some stretches of open water occa
sionally. Placentia Sound and the
waters to the east'aid as far as Duck
Island have been covered with drift
and skim ice. which moved and shifted
with the tides, occasionally it being
possible to navigate a motor boat from
the island to Bass Harbor. Old Harbor remained open till February, but is
now closed with ice six to eight inches
thick, and ail the \ays and reaches in
sight are full of ice.
With the exception of the Lighthouse
tender Hibiscus which has skirted the
is.and occasionally, and a three-masted
schooner which came in and anchored
unthr Bass Harbor Head one day last
week, and which was forced by the ice
floes to go out to sea via Bass Harbor
Head bar little or no shipping has been
sighted from the island.
Never, since the year when the pi
rate, Ball, was hung ;pf Castine has
there been as much snow on Swan's
Island as during the present winter
The roads have been impassable at
times, and drifts 12 to 15 feet deep not
infrequent, but trails have been broken
up and down and over the crests of the
drifts so that teams may reach any
part of the island. At the North, Eddie
Robinson reports a snowdrift 22 feet
deep. There are four or five feet of
snow on a level in the woods, and cut
ting wood, though not impossible, has
been much more strenuous than usual
Ice and snow notwithstanding, there
has been little complaint, and with our
only line of communication severed
there has been little real want, and no
casts of destitution or actual hardship
known to the authorities. Never has
the need of cable communication with
the mainland been more evident, but
happily with the plans of the cable
committee materializing, and our good
friends of the mainland assisting, be
fore another winter the cable will be
installed. The storekeepers are begin
ning to run short in general stores, and
if regular communication be not soon
restored the shortage in the grain sup
ply will he serious, and the lack of
sugar., kerosene, and smoking tobacco
is afceady being felt. Soon the lads
will have to smoke hemlock bark in
lieu of tobacco.
During the period of deep snows
and impassable roads the local tele
phone service has been a great boon to
t'he people of the three villages.
Mrs. Ella VanHorn, Mr. and Mrs.
Calvin Stinson. Mr. and Mrs. Calvin
Stockbridge and Eddie Robinson and
family have been visiting friends in
Atlantic.
Hundreds of she’ldrakes. whistlers
and olii squaws are In evidence about
the eastern > holes of the island.
Mrs. Sanford Lu nt of Ftenchlxiro
li((l last Sunday anti Rev. Mr. Hatha
way of Atlantic made a perilous trip
t trough the ice to outer Long Island
anti officiated at the funeral on Tues
day last.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Demers of
Sanford are visiting at the home of
William VanHom and Freeman Staples
in Atlantic.
The Ladies' Aid met this week at tile
home of Mrs. Walter Joyce In At
lantic.
Mrs. Winfield Staples, who has been
seriously sick, is so far improved in
health that she is now able to be out
r.d to call on her friends and relatives
ggain.
Mrs. Charles Staples who has been 111
for a long time is gaining and is now
title to venture out of doors, when the
weather is good.
The many queries as to the relative
roughness of the winters of 1918 and 1923
has led 3 he Courier-Gazette’s cor
respondent. Dr. I. B. Gage, to make a
survey of the conditions of the months
of January and February of the two
years. The chart shows that there
was more mail this year but more
heavy weather and more widespread
ice tihan ever known before. The mail
has been landed on the ice frequently
this year.

WARREN
Ivy Chapter, p. H. S.. will hold Its
regular meeting1 Friday night with a
rehearsal immediately after. All offf: ers are requested to be present.
TIrbain Hebert returned to his home
in Newport, R. I.. Wednesday, having
spent the past few weeks with Mr. and
Mrs. N. B. Eastman.
Two basketball games were played
in Warren town hall Friday evening.
Thomaston High vs. Warren High: and
W. H. S. girls vs. T. H. S. 2d girls, in
both of which Thomaston scored high
est.
A. G. Crosby of Dorchester, Mass.,
has been the guest of~his cousin, Mrs.
Iva MeKellar the past week.
Mrs. Ruth Haupt of South Warren
is learning to weave at the woolen mi!!.
Miss Lucille Walker who teaches in
Revere, Mass., arrived Wednesday and
will spend the school vacation with hetparents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Walker.
The Grange Circle held another ol' its
heery gatherings Wednesday at the
home of Charles Pease, Cornhill road.
About 3ft members were present.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Moore are mak
ing their home with Mr. Moore’s uncle,
Frank Stahl, for the winter.
Miss Florence Eastman of Beverly,
Mass., returned home Saturday noon.
Mrs. Helen B. Overlock spent Friday
in Thomaston as a guest of her mother.
Mrs. Fannie E. Brown, who has been ill
the past two weeks with a severe grip
cold.
Misses Harriet and Susan Stevens
will return to their Warren home in the
spring and it is now planned to re
open Hilltop Inn where they catered to
a very appreciative public two sum
mers ago.

« * * *

Warren schools closed Friday for tht
usual four week spring (?) vacation.
Warren Lodge, I. O. O. F.. received
four candidate^ into full membership
at Friday’s meeting, namely: Chas
Wilson, Bryan Robinson, Fred E. Moore
and Chas. R. Ov^rlock. A fifth can
didate was unable to be present. Oys
ter stew was served after the meeting
Ansel Hilt of North Warren as in
stalling officer accompanied by Capt.
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Telephone
Directory

CALL LIVE BUSINESS HOUSES WHOSE WATCHWORD IS SERVICE
AUTOMOBILE BATTERIE8

DON’T LET YOUR BATTERY FREEZE
Call 661

ff

When you lay your car up, and let us store your battery

F. W. FARREL COMPANY
643 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

AUTOMOBILE AGENCY

MUSIC TEACHER

Call 238

Rockland Motor Mart
CADILLAC
BUICK 4 and 6 CYLINDER
PLEASURE CARS
G. M. C. TRUCKS

Mr3. Sadie E. Leach

f

TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE

Residence 51 North Main St.

Tai. 422-2

I C E

ACCESSORIES

AUTO

CALL 50

Call 238

f

Rockland Motor Mart

i : for i :

ff

a full liny of

Central Ice Co.

ACCESSORIES AND TIRES
CONFECTIONERY STORE

MOVING
MOVING
I 5 Auto Trucks for moving and
long distance hauling of all
kinds. We move you anywhere
in New England. You eave
Crating, Tima ar.d Money.

HOME MADE CANDIES
ICE CREAM

ff

Weymouth’s
Telephone 158-M

H. H, STOVER CO.

402 Main Street
EXIDE

1 Tel. 818
Union St., Rucklnnd
Finest Esvigment in Maine

BATTERIES
MONUMENTS

Call 238

Rockland Motor Mart
ff

£

EXIDE BATTERIES
For .Every Car

ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

LAUNDRY WORK

People’s Laundry
ff

17 Ltmerock Street

Gilchrest
Monumental Works
Main Street
Thomaston, Ma,

Special Prices on
RADIO BATTERIES

Call 170

Telephone Connection

HARDWARE AND PAINTS

£

We do all kinds of Laundry ff
Work. Family Washing a Spe
cialty.
Wet Wash.
Rough
Dry. Finish Flat Work. Shirts,
Collars.

Telephone 209

CHI-NAMEL
STAINS AND VARNISHES

H. H. Crie & Co.
456 Main Street, Rockland

GARAGE

NEWSPAPER

Call 124

Dyer’s Garage. Inc,
ff

REPAIRING, STORAGE
AND SUPPLIES
Agent for
DODGE BROTHERS CARS

Chas. Young, Fred E. Mathews and
Frank E.Teague went toinstall the offi
cers of the Appleton Lodge. I. O. O. F„
Friday evening.
Mrs. Joseph Parker of Thomaston
was a guest of Mrs. Addle Stevens Fri
day.
Mrs. Olive- Gray, who has been em
ployed by Mrs. I'rhain Hebert as nurse
icturned to her home in Rockland the
latter part of the week.
A teal ^surprise party" took place oil
Thursday evening when the following
ladies gathered at the home of Mrs. An
na Starrett to .‘•-hare a picnic supper
with iter. Mrs. Ida l.i'hhy, Mrs. Carri
Vaughn. Mrs. Anna Starrett, Mrs. Jes
sie Walker, Mrs. Elizabeth Burgess and
Jit’s. Evelyn Robinson.
A telegram received Friday morning
containing news of the sudden death
>f Rcrt ltines in Boston, Mass...came as
a great shbek to Warren friends by
whom he was highly esteemed. Funetal services were held Sunday at the
horn of his brother, A. P. Rines.
Mrs. Samuel Fuller has been ill the
past week.
About 30 neighbors and friends gathP'cd to give a surprise party to Mrs.
Alton Winchenbach of Cornhill on Fri
day evening, her birthday being the
“excuse” for the invasion. The usual
'oily time was reported by the crowd.
• • • •
Mrs. Shirley (Moody) Thomas

Never was a community more
shocked or more saddened than was
this on hearing of the sudden death of
Sidrley Moody, wife of Herbert K.
Tiicmas. which occurred at 7 o’clock
Sunday evening, Feb. 18. Never was
one more universally loved by old and
joung, and no one will be more univci sally missed, as she had a smile and
cordial greeting for all. Never was one
more happy in her home or more en
joyed being near mother and grand
parents. Never was th^re a sight more
pathetic than the young mother and
t-abe at her side.
Mrs. Thomas was born in Warren
Feb. 22, 1895, and by strange coinci
dence her birthday was the day of her
funeral. As a child she lived with her
mother and grand-parents and attend
ed the schools of Warren, graduating
from High School as salutatorian of
her class in 1914. The two following
years she taught in the rural schools of
Warren and in the fall of 1916 entered
Farmington Normal School from which
she graduated in the class of 1918. For
three years after this Mrs. Thomas
taught in the s hoois of Rockland with
excellent success. As a teacher she
never failed to win the love and esttem of her pupils by her pleasing
manner and enthusiasm.
Especially
pleasant to all are the memories of het
superior work with the class in Peda
gogy which she taught last year ir
Warren High School. Her work was
appreciated and enjoyed by all Ihe stu
nts who always looked forward to her
bass period with pleasure.
Mrs.
1'hcmas was a member of the Congre
gational church and ever lived a heaut'ftil Christian life. She was also a
teacher in the Sunday school of which
Mr. Thomas is superintendent. By
her class she was especially loved and
will be greatly missed. She was an
active mem'bcr of the Ladies’ Auxiliary,
Pythian Sisters, Rebekahs, and Ladies'
Circle of the church.
The funeral
v.dirh was held at tlie home Thursday
afternoon, was attended by hosts of
frNnds. The floral offerings showed
the esteem in which Mrs. Thomas was
held, the casket and one side of the
room being one mass of 'beautiful flow

ff

Call 770
and tell ut to lend you

The Courier-Gazette
156 timet a year for only $3.
All the Homo News

ers. The service was conducted by
Rev E. W. Webber of Thomaston who
poke words of comfort and cheer to
lie bereaved family. The bearers were
William Robinson, George Martin. Ar
thur Starrett and Frank RiS’we. The
sympathy of the entire community goes
>ut to the sorrowing husband to whom
she was married Oct. 8, 1921; also to
the mother, Mrs. Helen Hilton, and the
giand-parents. Mr. and Mrs. William
Stickney.
\ear a shady wall a rose once grew,
knoded anti blossomed in Cod’* free light.
Watered and fesl b.v morning dew,
Shedding its sweetness day and night.

As i grew and blossomed fair and tall.
SOowly rising to loftier height,
It tante to a ererice in tlie wall
Through which tin re shone-a beam of light

Siowlv it crept with added strength,
With never a thought of fear or pride,
it followed tlte Ugh: through the crevice leng it
Anu unfolded itself on the other aide.
Tt v light, the dew, the broadening view.
Were found tlie same as they were before.
And it lent itself jn beauties new,
Shedding its fragrance mdre and more.
Stsill claim of death cause us to grieve
Anu made our courage faint or (all?
Nay—let us faith and hope receive
Tlie rose s.ill grows beyond the wall,

scattering fragrance far and wide.
■lus. as it ri.d in days of yore,
lust t.s it did on the other side,
Jus. as It will forever more.

A limited quantity of winter garnents are being sold at reduced prices
it th- Davis Garment Store, corner of
Main and Elm streets Rockland. Some
exceptional bargains in coats.
22-tf
TO MILK CONSUMERS
State Dairy Inspector Issue* a Bulletin
Containing Many Points of Advice

State Dairy Inspector Forrest A. Bar
bour is sending out the following bul
letin to the dairymen of the state:
To Consumer* of Milk

Milk i* one of our most useful, bal
anced and economical foods.
Give it the care it deserves.
There is very little intentionally wa
tered or skimmed milk. This is easily
detected. The laws are well defined.
There is considerable unintentionally
skimmed milk sold.
Almost all such milk comes from
cans. Fluid milk sold from cans can
not ‘he satisfactorily mixed at time of
delivery. It has more bacteria than
bottled milk.
The old way of selling milk from can
to open container exposed to dirt, cat”
and dogs is disappearing.
Insist upon bottled milk.
Bottled
milk means honest milk.
Keep milk cool. Placfc In a refriger
ator as soon as received. JThis prevents
bacterial growth which causes souring
tnd disagreealble taste.
Use milk fresh. Don't or^cr more
titan you can use each day.
V
Keep covered. Do not remove from
bottle till used. This prevents dust and
tdors from other foods from entering
the milk.
Clean fresh milk is worth many times
more titan is paid for it.
Wash hotties with boiling water be
fore returning.
Buy milk from tested cows.
Know your milk man and the condi
tions under which your milk is pro
duced.
,
For household use buy milk with a
high butterfat content.
Use your locil and state milk Intpeclors. It is their business to help
you obtain the best milk possible.

